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. ABSTRACT"'

Abstract

Though virtually every child in this country is exposed to

mathematics in the elementary schools; there has been little documentation
t

-comparing alternatives in the mathematics trainin,F of their teachers. The

purpose of this pr rr
oj e ct has been to unite faculty members in mathematics

with faculty members in education and with school personnel in comparing
,

several alternatives in order to formulate a model program in the

mathematics preparation of elementary school teachers.

First Year

During the first year three approaches were identified and

implemented over a ten week quarter :. Pilot A, an integrated content-

methods-field experience program using Indiana University,Mathematics

Methods Program materials; Pilot a coordinated content - methods-

field experience program using traditional text materials; and Pilot'C,

a traditional program with separate instruction in content and methods

and with a probability laboratory in lieu of field experience. Each

group met ten hours per week. The time intended for content instruction

ranged from' approximately 54 in Pilot A to 75% in Pilot C and time

devoted to field experience ranged4rom 0 in Pilot C to about'25% in

Pilot A.

The subjects were primarily freshman and sophomore females who
.

'intended to teach"at the elementary level and who had'deMbnstrated

combeiency in high school matheMatics. Ninety -five students were

I

randomly assigned to the three treatments. Twelve students either

1 a.



failed to appear or dropped and another twelve with missing data were
o

eliminated from the analysis. Othe remaining 71 subjects, 25 were in

Pilot A, 27 were in Pilot B, and 19 were in PilotC. -The resulting

groups were found to be equivalent on all background and pretest measures

except for two attitude scales., The posttest attitude .measures yeze

adjusted to account for the initial differences on the two attitude

scales.
I

Principal criteria( under investigation were knowledge of mathematical

concepts, knowledge of methods of teaching mathematics, problem solving

ability, and attitudes toward mathematics, toward teaching mathematics,

toward teaching elementary schoolatildren, and toward elementary school

children. Data was collected via test instruments developed by ihe

project staff and via interviewers,-'.classroom observations, instructor

logs, and student evaluations of the course. Possible limitations

identified, in the first year study included the teacher vari:Able

instrumentation, and short duration of treatments.

The main results for the first year are summarized below:

A significant (p < .01) difference between Pilots A and B on

Concepts was detected.. This difference favored Pilot B.

2. A significant (p < .1) difference between Pilots A and C. on

Concepts was detected. This difference favored Pilot C.

3. A significant (p < .1) differencebetween Pilots A and C on

Methods was detecte`4. This difference favored Pilot A.

am'

4. No` significant (p < .34) differences among pilats A, B, and C

on Problem-Solving were detected-.
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SignifieLnt (p < :001) loSitive dharige in student attitudes
.

towards Withematicsws detected in 8.30aNthree Pilots Combined:
Nr %

A significant (p < .001) positive dhange. ivtudent attitudes

towards Teaching Mathematics was detected in all three Pilots,

ABSTRACT.

cotbined.
.

7. No significant (p <. .24) differences in student attitude changes

were detected among Pilots Al_BI arid C.

8. The students in Pilots A and B Viewed the program tore Ibsitively,

then did the students in Pilot C.

Second Year

The second year of the study was characterized by the need to

provide instructional formats which were- feasible for large, numbers of

students with typical constraints of staff and resources. In the

interest of gleaning more information than the proposed case qttdv of

a,single program could provide, the staff accepted the hurdeh'of,

.

developing,. ipplementingl and evaluating two evmple programs.,

The difference in the two versions occurred in the,second quarter'

block when students were diVided into two grabs of roughly equal size::

Group X, integrated content and Methods with school experience using7,

primarily MP materials, and Group Y, coordinated content and methods.-
4

with school experience using non-MMP materials.

4

Following a common mathemgtics content course given in 'the Wintex0

Quarter, students were divided into Groups .X and .Y for the Spring Quarter

Instruction in content, methods,

O

eld experience. Sudents in
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Group X pet daily inamall classes taught by either faculty or, graduate

students. Students in..Group Y attendedijarge contepttlectures given
,

by a faxulty,member and...Small labs and probleM sessions. given by.

graduate students. They also. attended.athali classe6 devoted to methods

4 -

instruction which were taught by faculty and graduate students. Possible

limitations identified in the;second year studir included lack of random

assignment to treatments and in some cases less control of certain

_variable a.

9.

The main, results for the second year are summarized below:

1.' Significant differences..were foUnd on several background'
variables. Students in Group X had significantly- (p < .027)
lower'gradepoint averages, had significantly (p < .015) less
participation in the freshman Early Experience'PFogram, had

.

significan1y (p < .044) lower class. standing, and were
significantly.(p Z'.C50) -younger than'students in Group Y.

2. No significant (p < .737) difference between Group X and
Y on Concepts was detected.

3. A significant (p < .001) difference between GroupS X and
Y on Methods was detected. This difference favored GrOup Y.

Ii. A significant (p < .011) difference between Groups X and
Y on Problem Solving wawdetected. This difference favored
Group Y.

5. A significant (p < .039) difference-on the Teaching Elementary
School Children scale was detected. This difference favored
Group Y.

6. A significant (p <..001) positive change in Istildent attitudes
towards Mathematics was detected in both Groups combined.

7. A.significant (p < .01) positive change in student attitudes
towards Teaching Pfathematics was detected in both Groups
combined.

8. Significant differences were found,on two of he post
attitude scales adjusted for the initial di rences in
early experience participation and in the Attitude Toward
Teaching Children Premeasure. The Attitude of students in



Group X on the Teaching Mathematics and Teaching _Elementary.
School.Children scales was significantly (p < -.060 and
p < .018 respectively) lowerthan the AttitUaes of stUdents,
in Group Y. s

The report offers the following recommendations:

Recommandation.1: Mathematics faculties, education faculties and

public school personnel should join together in upgrading the mathematics

program for prospective elementary sdhool teachers.

Recommendation 2: Instruction in mathematics content and method6

should be strongly coordinated but need not be comibined.

Recommendation 3: ,School experiencershduld be included in the

coordinated content-methods instruction.

Recommendation 4: A mathematics-Conen course should precede the

combined conent-methods-school experience package.

Recommendation 5: A significant portion of the content instruction

(and of course the methods instruction) should be activity-oriented;

moreover, the activity-based learning should lead.the non- actiity- based

instruction whenever both are present.

Recommendation 6: Students should-be required to display mastery of

high school level algebra and geometry and give evidence of school

participation as 'prerequisites to enrolling in the content and methods

courses.

Recommendation 7: Lines of communication should be developed among

institutions which. train teachers to provide for cooperative efforts

in the development of their programa.

14
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Background

The Conference Board of thegathematical Sciences National Advisory
d

,5
Committee.on Mathematical.Education (NACOME) in its1.975report "Overview

and Analysis of Schoof-MathematicS Grades K-12" initiated its didcussion

`of teacher education with the 4pllowing remarks (page 81):

The dominant feature of the mathematics teacher education
picture is the absence of hard datNconcerning Rirograms and
practices, requirements, and characteristics Of the produCts.
Much of ,what is written, discussed in conferences, and used
to justify recommended programs is based on sketchy impres-
sionistic data, random cases of innovative activity and
research, and opinion.

The report cite (page 88) several seLus concerns of the National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Commission on Education of

Teachers of Mathematics regarding current preservice tea
t

education:

"One is the severe lack of research on and evaluation of teacher

education programs and-especially the need for shared information and

coordination of research and _evaluation efforts involving several

teacher training institutions." In its recommendations for further

research to NACOME report conclUded the. following (page.143):

There should be continuing attempts to find &sound empiripal
basis for the recommendation of particular patterns, methods,
and materials of instruction and of particular instructional
and curricular organization. Needed are extensive evaluations
of programs and comparative studies bf alternative programs.

Groups such as.the Committee on the Undergraduate Program in

Mathematics (CUPM), the Cambridge Conference on Teacher Training and

the NCTM Commission on Preservice Education of Teachers of Mathematics

have provided helpful suggestions regarding the mathematical preparation
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of elementary school teachers, but have not-provided hard data

concerning various programs. and-
. .

4

One strategy for:improving the eservice mathetics training.

of elementary teachers which. has emerged i the bfendingof content,'

''sald. methods. _For instance it was recommended by Roy Dubisch,writing

in the National Society for the Stud;rof Education 1970 Yearbook,
.f.

Mathematics Education), that

1. There is a great neqd to relat
studied to problemslof teac
school tatheMatics.

- 1

2. Closely related to-the need jus cribed is.the need to
provide for a discussion of teaching methods along with
content/ rather than 11 of content andimethods in
se arateleourses. v,

r

S
...-b

f
1

i

more closely what, is being
elemen and'seConaary

'
.

The major thrust fOr combined content-methods programs h4s been
a

provided by the Indiana University Mathematics Methods Progral; (MMP).

A brief'summary of,its impact.was giVen in the NACOME report (page 87):
2.

There have been ver/ few well-publicized programs experimenting
with changes in the preservice mathematical education of teachers
in recent years. A notable exception is the Indiana University
Mathematics Methods Programhich integrates content, methods,,
laboratory clinical and field experience within courserodules,
rather than separating them in the traditional manner. Teacher
educators have expressed considerablifavor for the concept of
integrating content and methods. But there has'been limited
implementationin formal program structures. -Ile difficulties
of cutting across administrative-and departmental lines,in
colleges: and universities have blunted many attempts at organ,-
ization change.

In its recomienhatiOns the report stated (page 139):.

Colleges of education, professional mathematics,education
organizations, accrediting agencies of teacher certifiCation,
and the mathematics'community must cooperate to produce

16
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mathematics teachers knowledgeable -ix ma 4icsiiawareof, .'

oriented to, and praCticed in a muAjtude o -teaching styles
and materials andraallosophicarepared to m'ake.decisidfis"
about the best means to facilitate:thecontemporary, compre=-1
hdnsivermft n:hematics educatioof their' students.; FUrth'er, the 6
'abOve bodies, together with local school boards and organization6

. representative of teachers must continually facilitat.ethe-
-

maintenance of teachers' awareness of and input to current"
progrdmi and issues.

t

-1n,a detailed evaluation of the MMP (Archambault Final Report,

yr

1974, pagea.:,143-144) the Indiana University NSF project was described

as "the first honest attempt at ss set of materials which cbmbine

instructiOh-in mathematics content and methods." The report continues

Howver, there is also little doubt in the Minds of the majority
of the users of the MMP materials that vlack of content in the
units will be\a deterrent to their widespread use. Due'to this
weakness as well as to the vagueness of certain directiohs and
activities, it is recommended that 'revisions in the units be
made. To providespecifioedirections for these revisions an
indepth analysis of the units orchestrated by an independent
third party shouldbe conducted. However, since there iscon-
flicting speculation about how mathematics content affects
teaching behavior, an empirical investigation of the effect of
varying amounts of mathematics content on the later teaching
performance of PSTs (preservice teachers) also should be under-

,
taken.

Prior to the prgject discussed in this report, Ohio State University

was representative of many institutions involved in the preparation of

elementary schoolteachers; in site of its commitment to the training

-of significant numbers of prospective teachers, there was a history of

noncommunication'between the Department of Mathematics, the College of

Education, and local school personne in developing tote mathematics

component oftraining programs elementary teachers. However, in

recent years several facul members in the mathematics department have

developed a strong interest in the nt courses for pre service

41f
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J. 1,

elementary and have affected \olaiing0 in that Sequence.
,,, , ..

, . . a . '.....

paturday-Morbing bn-CSimpuS mathematics program, priRarily foi- inner
lb

. r:4

. W . ', .
city' scatO n onnded bi Arnold Roe's gave-43.nutlal oprlprtuni-65g./

1
for tr inthenmathematics:departmen to become involved with .,

-b.

school mathem4pica and tolfork directly:with 1.1111drea. In addition;
.

.the pub14,C schools. in the.CautbuS.area were requesting assiStanc?e in

: developing new programs and several faculWWere working. with groups
-

og childie,a in the schools. At till same time the College of education

was develo ng programs Which permitted students,.to integr te Methods
, .

, .

courses with field experience/ in area schools. Thus, ther was a
,

-
-.,

strong impetus to nurture communication among the Department of Mathematics,

..)
.

ihe,-College of. Education, and the-local'schools to seek improvement
./.

in the,Mathetatics training of)eleMentary teachers.
a

,

cs.

Is.

k
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,

The overall purpose', of the.proje t was to-lpite the University's'
4 ''. ..,

1

, .
1 . ..

mathematics faculty, witli-its education faculty and, ith pu4ic...schoo;
_.. ,.: -

., 0 _,,..personnel in proViding ApaningfUlTrepara-pitminAnathematics7for 1 .

prospectire elementary school teacbersk0*%Primary specific goals
' -

were the following;

la. Toelefinel, using existing curriculum materials three
alternative content-methods pr9grams with.diff0Seat formats
and with varying amounts of mathematics 'contentl-met ods'
and .school experience;

e

lb. ,To compare achievement incontent achievement dm. methodt
. and changes ,in attitude pf prospective elementary. school

teaghers enrolled,in these three alternative content-
methods programs;

4
.

2. To develop, implTment, and evaluate e.xample, programs
invopinglprg2 :Lumbers .Of preservice"tqvhers.

Gods 1 and 2 ect the principal thrust of'theqkirst and second'1)41.

.ears of project activity respectiliely.

f

19
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n
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Project Activity

T arF.. AR

t,

ch follow, project ctivitk is 'discussed in

Goal lay:, To defiel :Iking exiatingcurriculum malerials, three:
..

alternative content-tmethglas programs wit different formats and 4.th'
.

. , i..,...---

.varying amounts of mathematits"content, methods, and school experience.,
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The first six months of the.project focused on the definiticin of

three different programs in the mathematics preparation of proppeCtivc
.

. .

elemahtary school teachers.

The, .project_ staff used part of the first weeks of the project

clarifying objectives so that the experimental instruction. including

varying amounts of mathematics content, methods, and school experience

be piloted durliag Spring°Qgarter 1977. Oledrly a one e)oparter
A

experience.could-notbe expected to pTovide proppectivdoteadiers with

all of the skills and understandings for teaching elementary school

mathematics: The staff first identified th4se outcomes tlPy considered

desixe4e for teacherd of elementary school mathematics. They then

id&atified those characteristics which would bepof high priority for

to Spring Quarter experience rather than other aspects of the program

such as the second mathematics course, student teaching, etc...Te

following objectives were identified for the wring instructionc.

1. Students shall understand the mathematics topics of the
elementary school curriculum contained in the spring cours

2. 'Students shall make appropriate selection of methods,
materials, and learning activities for teaching d' concept
or topic.,

dents shall use more than one model or analon in
e ching a concept or topic.
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Students Shall use appropriate sequencing of topics and.
activities in mathematics instruction.

.

.\Students a recOpite mathdmatica in the everyday lie of
a child.

O

f

. Studentsshmlf formulate problems and solve them.

7. -Students shall recognize 'and. use valid reasoning and
precise languages

. Students shall identify the needs and learning difficulties
of individual st*dents.in the-study of mathematics.

Start is for the exploration of various alternatives by the

project staff were curr'culum materials, journal articles, and presentations

by visiting consultants. A study of MMP materials was aided by two

Visits to OSU bykjohn;le director of the MMP, and 14,a visit to
.

Indiana University.by the OSU faculty assigned to teach the MMP in this

project. Experiences with'combinedaorograms at Michigan State University

(including the MMP) were shared by consultant Lauren Woodby. Further

insight was provided by Roy Dubisch and Shirley WIll, who lave been

active natitrally in teacher training programs,_ and by Julius Goldberg,

who has had extensive,experience.with Soviet teacher t5aining programs.

The three alternative approaches were, identified as follows:

Pilot A: Integrated content and methods with school experience
using MMP materials.

N
Pilot B: Coordinated content and methods with, school experience

using non-MMP materials.

Pilot C: Separate content. and-methods with a probability
laboratory and no school experience.

0 .1 -



Pilot A

(MMP combined approach)

Pilot $

(noil-MMP combined
approach)

Pilot C

traditional approach) .

FIGURE . Time Alloted to Content Methods, and School Experience by
Pilot. Groups

Figure 1 suggests the approiimate emphasis on mathematics content,
a

mathematics methods, and mathematics integrated school experience planned

for each of the pilots. In each case there was a total of 10 quarter

hours of instruction. Of course, the nature of the combined approaches

often made it difficult to distinguish between the three components

accurately.

The courses involved in the. pilot instruction are described below.

Each course met for ten weeks; credits refer to quarter hours. Each

student enrolled in M1051 E5021 and either E289 or M294 depending on the

pilot group.

M105: The first of two required five-hour mathematics content
courses covering the arithmetic of the counting numbers,
integers, and rational numbers, including applications to
probability and statistics using.a problem solving
approach. Combinatorial questions and divisibility ,

properties are included.

E5C2.: A three-hour methods course focusing on the curriculum
and instruction of matfiematics in grades K - 6. Readinessl..
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sequencing; materials selection and use; and evaluation
areconsidered-for the topics in M105.

E289 A two -hour field experience course in which university
students teach small groups of children in the elementary
ohoOls.

A two -hour mathematics labAeVeioped'to extend the study
of probability'and statistics., in an activity7oriented

,

setting.

5

The three pilots were constructed from the above courses and had the

descriptive chgacteristics shown in Appendix A..

It should be.noted that proficiency in high'school,level algebra

either by placement. examination or university coursework is a pre-

requisite to M105. In addition 90% of the students participate in

the University's Freshman Early Experience Program (FEEP) in the schools

prior to taking these curses. As apart of FEEP students spend about

12 hours per week for 9 weeks as observer/aides in elementary school

cLassroams.

Implementation occurred Spring Quarter 1977. -There was a ten -week

instruction period and three hours of'testing during examination week.

EaCh pilot te ten hours per week. :Pilots A and B were team-taught..

with both instructors-present in each class, whilein.Pilot C the

mathematics instruc the education instructor taught - separately.

A list of topics covered in the mathematics courses can be found in

Appendix B. ,,Results of the implementation are discussed under Goal lb.

A brief description of the three Pilots'is given next..

Pilot A closely followed the MMP booklets. Content and methods

instruction primarily involved having students do the activities in

-small groups under the supervision of the twolinstructors. Typically

23
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this involved the use of laboratory materials and elementary school.

textbooks. The MMP slide,tapei were also used,for the units covered.

The pre-service teachers(PSTs) made two visits per week to a traditional

'elementary school classroom where they each taught a group of one to
.

three children via an activity-oriented approach. PSTs made two or

three visits With the game children and were given greater responsibility

PINT YEAR

for planning the activitieS for each visit. .During the quarter they

sequentially encountered children in most grades one through six.

Pilot B covered the same topics, using a conventional content

textbook, Nuffield texts, a collection of resource materials, and

conventional elementary school texts. The approach was more instructor-
_

oriented, less.activity-oriented than Pilot A. The context and methods

instruction was highly coordinated, but fairly distinct, the emphasis was
o

dependent largely on which instructor was leading the discussion. In

all there was a greater content emphasis and lesser methods emphasis

than in Pilot A:- The PSTs made one visit per meek to an elementary

.-
school featukn&an informal learning approach.Where iLy instructed

small groups of children via a learning center approach,or tutored

individual children. During the quarter they encountered children at

various grade'levels.

Pilot C used conventional texts in content and methods to cover

the same topics as Pilots A and B and was supplemented by indepth

laboratory experiences in informal probability And statistics. The

instruction was divided into three parts taught by three separate

instructors. Content instruction was presented in a highly problem

solving oriented lecture-discussion format: Methods instruction was
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was conducted in a lecture discussion format supplemented by

activities involving standard methods materials. The probability-
.

statistics laboratory was activity-oriented priMarily content instruction

and was in lieu of school experience. A sample of the instructor-
/-

developed materials can be found in Appendix A.

Goal lb: To compare achievement in"content, achievement in methods,

and changes in attitude of prespective elementary school teachers

enrolled in three alternative content- methods pi4graMs.

The three alternatives-described under Goal la were cOmpared

during Spring Quarter, 1977. Initial characteristics of the treatment,

.groups were determined at the beginning of the quarter Achievement in

content, problem solving and methods and changes in attitude were

measured, according to the procedures described below.. Student assessment

of pilots was also obtained via course evaluations and iAterviews.

Description of Sample

The population of stUdents for the project included those prospective

elebentary education majors who

\. ^

1. were attending classes at the main campus of The Ohio State
University during the Spring Quarter of.19771

2, had not previously received credit foi' Mathematics 195
or Education 502, and

registered for the ten hot block c&time reserved for
this project in spring of 977.

The 95 students in thispopulation were randOmly assigned to the

three groups. A few students did not appear after assignment groups

and a few students dropped the courses. These and others with ssing

25
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data on pre or post measures were eliminated 'from the. anal ysis.0,..The

sample used for all' group comparisons includecithose subjects remainint4I

after dropouts and missing data subjects had beer eliminated: This

group was identified as the Final Sam 1e. Tab14-1 is a summary of the

samples for the pilot groups.

,

TABLE 1.

Summary of Final Sample

Pilot
A

Pilot
B

Pilot
C Total

Original Sa.mple 31 32 32 95

Dropouts 3 2 7 - 12

Missing Data 3 3 6 12

Final Sample 25 27 19 71
4

Initial Characteristics

Theanitial characteristics of the subjects which were measured at

the start of the quarter included certain baCkground information,.

mathematics level, and attitudes. On the first day Of the quarter each

student completed a questionnaire, wrote a mathematics pretest, and

responded to an attitude inventory. The questionnaire surveyed the

following backgrbund characteristics:

1. Class standing or grade level.
2. College glEadd'point average (.GPA)
3. Grade expgbted in Math 105 (first required content course)
.. Grade expected in Education 502 (methods)

_5. College matheiatics courses completed (college math-rating).
These courses were ranked, as to level of hathematics.

6. Participation in a supervised school; based field experience,
FEEP(Freshman Early DEperience Program)

7. Sex
8. Age

A

26
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9.: Intention of teaching.. in an elementary school.
10. Years of.higli school. mathematids
11. .Average high'school mathematics course grade

The students involved in the spring program were primarily freshmen
0

and.sophomores. They were average to above average'stliaents with college

gradepoint averages around 2,50 to 3).00 on, a four-poin.tscale. Most

of the students anticipated receiving grades of A or B foraoth the

.Math 105 audthe.Education 50e components'ofthe prOgraM. Generally

their expectations were high. Grades in the two't6i;les usually

average around C+. and. B+ respectively. The college level mathematics

background ofthese-students varied considerably, but gall students

satisfied an elementary algebra prerequisite as/ demonstrated either by

satisfactory performance on the university "placement exam or by-completion

of OSU coursework. A. small. number of students indicated that they

taken pre-calculus or..caIculus .courses beyond the prerequisites Mbst of
.

the students had been involved in the College of Education early field

experience activities prior.to'registering for the math l05 and

Education.502 requirements.

Eighty -six percent, of the students were woken, most under the age

of21.4..The students reported having had three. courses in high school.

Mathematics at the algebra I level or higher.. Their Self- reported

high school grade point average in high school mathematics':was generally'

between 2.5 and 3:0 on a four-point scale._ Percentage distributions.

for all background variables are given in Appendix C.

A Mathematics Pretest consiAingof thirty multiple choice items'

was also given on the first day. The instrument was designed to obtain

a measure of the student's under8tanding of concepts and problem

ad
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solving skills before the course. Not all problems were chosen to

reflect the course content.;. For example, several prakilema measured

the amity of the student to translate.a written problem into a

mathematical representation; there was a consumer item and one or two

items.to test for basic vocabulary. Some-items posed elementary

problems in topics contained in the course: set operation, subsets,

place-value, divi 'on of whole numbers, factors and multiples,

integer arithm ic order of fractions-and decimals, division of

fractions, anding decimals, ratio and perce0,, and probability. The

test statistics for the pretest are given in Appendix K. The means

and standard deviations for background variables And the Mathematics

Pretest are giV'en for the final sample (n =71) in Table 2. The same

data fOrthemissing data subjects and the dropouts are given in

''Appendices D and E.

The s dents with missing data ranged from low to high in

mathematics ability over all three pilots. The equivalence of the

three resulting pilot groups was tested using multivariate and

univariate analyses of variance. The variables which indicate general

dcademic ability or ability in mathematics were grouped together. The

coirelations calculated using all available data,after dropouts are

presented in Appendix F. These correlations indicate that these

4ariables,are generally related. Multivariate and univariate analysis

Of variance with these seven vaiables as the dependent variables were

compnted using the final sample. The'results are presented in AiTendix

G. No significant (.05 level) differences were fOund between pilot

groups on.the academic background variables.

2S
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TABLE 2

Background Variables and Mathematics Skills Pretest Means and

, Standard Deviations by Pilot Group

Variable

Pilot
A

n = 25

7 SD

Pilot,

n'= 27

X SD

Pilot

n = 19 .%

X SD

Math Pretest

.'Ctndlass

ingaS

GPAb

M1
Expec05

dradeb
ted

Expected
E5012 Gradeb

College
Math Rating c

Participation
d

in FEEP.

Sex

Agef

Intend. Teaching in
Elementary School-

Years of
H.S. Math

Average
b

H.S. Math Grade

20.68

1.76

2.83

3.16

3.11.8

3.56

1.12

1.80

1.12

. 1.08

2.80

2.76

11.00

0.72 .

0.49

0.55

0.59

1.36

0.33

0.11.1

.0.33

0.28.

0.91

0.83

21.18 3.08

1.70 0.61

2.88 0,49

3.41 0.5T

3,56 :G.51
t__TLit

3.52 1.37

1.04 0.19.

1.93' 0.27

-1.11 0.32

1.00 0.00

3.00 0.83--

2.85 0.72

22.05

1.79

.2.91,

3.32

:'3.47

3.60

'146:

1.84

1.10

1.21

2.90

2.63

2.55

0.63

0.59

0.58.

0.61

1.22

0.38

0.38

0.32

0.71

0.57

0.76

a
1 = Freshman, 2 = Sophomore 3 = Junior, 11. = Senior, 5 = Other

b 1. = A, 3 = B2 2 = C, = Dy 0 =E.

Range 1 thru 9, 9 = most advanced

1 =Yes, 2 =No .

e
1 = Male, 2 = Female

1 = Under 21, 2 = 21-24,

3 = 25-30, 4 = Above 3a,



The remaining five background variables
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Class standing
. .

'Participation in Freshman Early Experience, Program
Sex
Age
Intend .Teaching in an Elementary School

)

were grouped together. The intracorrelations using all available data

after dropouts for these variables are presented in Appendix H. These

variables are descriptive of the non-academic background of the students

in each Pilot group. Multivariate and univariate analyses of variance

with these five variables as the dependent varitkles were computed for

the final sample and the results presented in Appendix I.

The results of the multivariate and univariate analyses of variance

reveal no significant (.05 level) differences in non-academic abilities

or backgrounds for Pilots Al B and C.

In addition to'the background survey and the Mathematics Pretest

the students completed an attitude instrument. The pretest at 'tude

scores were obtained om the responses of the students to four semantic

di n als ea ving nine pairs of bipolar adjectives.. The students

Marked
.r

their interest, perdeptionand/or understanding' of these four areas:.

ese adjective pairs in the position which described

I. Mathematics

II. .Teaching Mathematics

III. Teaching Elementary School Children

IV. Elementary School Children
4$1.

The responses were scored relative to the 'project staff's perception of

how the "ideal" elementary mathematics teacher would respond.. The-scales.

L

and the weights assigned to each response are presented in Appendix J.

30
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The reliabilities for these scales are presented in Appendix K for the

f V
six times thid instrument was admin4tgred throughout the quarter. The

pretest attitude means and standard deviations for the final sample

are presented in Table 5. Summary of'attitUde scores for missing data

-subjects is given in Appendix LA;

The pretest attitude scale scores were.subjected to one way

multivariate and univariate analyses of variance to check for initial

differences between Pilots Al B and C. The results are given in

Appendix M. The multivariate analysis shows,an overall significant

(p'< 0.016) difference in the attitudes which can be traced by inspection

of the univariate tests to the attitudes involving children and teaching

children. The results of the post-hoc annlyses of.the group means are

reported ;in Appendix 0.

Analysis of the pretest attitude responses indicate that students

in Pilot B had interest, perceptions and understandings of teaching

elementary school Children more nearly. ideal,than did those in Pilot
,

C. It is also evident.that the Pilot A students had interests,

perceptions and understandings. of. elementary school children'which were

more nearly ideal.than did those in Pilot B. The correlation between

attitudes-toward elementary'school,children and toward, teaching

'elementary-school children was only 0.08 -- not. significant (see

Appendik P). Due to the. differences on the:pretest attitude scales

and the lack of correlation reported above the Teaching Elementary

School :Children and EleMentary School Children pretest attitude scaled

were selected'as covariates for the tl:nalyses of the posttest attitude

-31
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Content, Methods, and Problem Solving Achiev n
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The cognitive criterion measures for project were as follows:
,

A. Mathematics Concepts Test (see Appendix Q)
B. .Methods of Teaching Mathematics Test (see Appendix R)
C. Mathematics ProblemSolving Test (see Appendix S)

Copies of the item statistics are included,in Appendices Q4- S. The
''`

summary statistics for these tests are given in Appendix T. The

frequency distributions are given in Appendix U. Students had 55 minutes

to write each test.

8
The intent in the preparation of these measures was to inclUde

items to as the content of all three pilots. Some of the ?tens

were 'designed to assess elements of the Project which all_three

pilots had in common while other items'were relevant to only one or

two of the pilots. As mould be expected with such an instrument, the

internal consistency reliabilities reported in Appendix .T are low.

The mathematics concepts were more consistent, across the pilots than

were the problem solving or methods components as is r6flected by the

reliability. Undoubtedly the quality of some of the items in the

instruments also contribut to the low reliabilities.

The Mathematics Concept Test was a 36 item test consisting o

A. Nineteen multiple choice items with only one correct 'choice
B. Five multiple choice (multiple correct answer) items
C. Four matching items
D. Eight items involving more extensive answers by students

. The eight items in D called.for listings, proofs, solutions of problems,

and application of the mathematics. The Mathematics Concepts Test was

constructed. using the topic outline :(see Appendix B) for the' mathematics

count of the project. ,The maximum possible score on this. test was

32
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14 and the mean across all pilots was 30:1,- The average difficulty

acmes all items was .28 whiCh means the students overall experienced

.a 72.percent success rate on this test.

''the Methods of Teaching Mathematics Test was'a 20 item test

consisting of

A. Twelve multiple choice items with only one, correct
response per item

B. Five true-false items
C. Two multiple choice items with multiple correct reSponses
D. One free response item.

The content of the methods instrument included

Selection and sequencing of activities (4 items)
Use and understanning of manipulatives 5 items)
Detection oP error patterns (5 items)
Selection of models for instruction (1 item)
Equivalent representations of problem statements (5 items).

All items were scored as right or wrong except for the free response

item which was scored from 0 to 2. The maximum possible total score

was 21 and the mean across all pilots was 13.9. The reliability was

very,low(.42) due in part. to the varied coverage of topics,by the

three pilots andin part to the quality of the items.

The Mathhmatics ProbIal Solving Test was a.10 item test made up

of two parts:

. ..04)
Part I: Items 1.-

4
5 for which students were instructed to

attempt all five.

Part II: Items 6 -10 for which students were instructed to work
as many as they could in the time available.

The problems were dhosen to be in:the spirit of the problems students'

had solved throughout the course but did not repeat any problem students

had encountered in the course. Each of the ten problems was given a

33
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maximum possible score of ten. This resulted in a total maximum

possible score, of 100. The three M105 instructors jointly set the

grading criteria for each probleth. They then split up the problems

for grading so that all students' responses to a given problem were

read by the same grader. The mean score across pilot groups was4o.o.

The reliability (.58) is effected by the testing procedure used. The

students tended to work on different items out of the last five. Since_

all items were not attempted by all students, the internal consistency

estimate is lower than if all items had been attempted by all students.

The means aid standard deviati&is by Pilot Group for the post test

measures.of mathematics concepts, methods of teaching mathematics, and

problem solliiing skills-for mathematicS are presented fik Table 3.

1
.

TABLE 3

Means and StandardVeviations fOr Concepts,.Methodsand.PrOblem.
:Solving Post Tests.by Pilot Group (Year1) .

PPilot Pilot
A

n = ?5 n = 27

Variable : 7 SD 7 . -SD X D.

Concepts 26.56 6.09 33.400 5.30 . 39.32 3.97

Methods - 14.84 2.32 14.04 2.52. 13.26 2.16

Pilot
C

n = 19

Problem. 36.20 lo.
Solving

94 39.74..17.25 42.53 13.81

one-way multivariate-ailysis. of variance with three levels

(Pilots A, Band 0.waScomputed for the Concepts, Methods and Problem

Solving tests; .The results are given in Table_4.

34
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TABLE 4
" .

9 aP

tivariate Analysis of Variance for d&epts Methods, and
oblem Solving Criteria Differences Among Pilot Groups

Milltivariate <
(3 dependent variables) F(6,132)

P

7.1222 0.001

<
Univariate Variables F(2,68)

MS
B P

Concepts

Methods

Problem Solving

9.654 270.361

13.546

221.510

0,001

0.095

0.348

r_
A'significant mhltivariate effect was found (P < .001) . The

univariate anfLlyses of variance resulted in significant differences.on

the Mathematics Concepts Test (p < .001) and on the Methods Test

(P < .0951. To further isolate these effects, Scheffd omparisons are

given in Appendix V.

The comparisons of Pilots A, B and C on the concepts measure

indicate that Pilot A was significantly lower < .01) than Pilot B.

Pilot A was significantly lower (p < .1) ihan Pilot C. Pilots B and

C.-were note significantly different. (See Table 3 for means.) -L-

.The comparisons of Pilots Ai B and C on the methods measure'

indicate a difference between the means for. pilot A and C (P < .1)

with Pilot A.greater. No other differences were found.

Due to apparent violations of homogeneity of variance for the

problem solving variable a Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric test was made.

A Chi Square Value of 3.86 (P < .145) resulted. The noppakametric tests

produced results consistent with the analysis of variance.
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Correlations of the criterion measures with the acadethic background

variables and with the pre and post attitude measures are given in

Appendices W and X.

Attitude Changes.

Students responded to the attitude instrument every two weeks in

addition to the pre and post measures. The means and standard deviations

TABLE 5

Means and Standard Deviations for Pre and Post Test
-

Attitude Scales by Pilot Group

Attitude Scale

Mathematics?'

4

Teaching
Mathematicsa

1-774:\

Teaching
Elementary
School
Childrenb

Elementary
School.
Childrenc

Pre Post
Variable n

25-
27
.19
71

X SD rc SD

Pilot A
Pilot B
Pilot C
Overall

30.36
30.96
29.47
30.35

4.20
4,47
3.45

32.48
'33.15
32.74
32.80

4.12
3.99.
3.66.

Pilot A 25 . 34.20 2.65 35.16 2.21
Pilot B .27 33.30 3.26 34.93 3.09

C 19. 33.7 3.26 34.74 2.28_Pilot

-.Overall 71 . :33.66 34.96

Pilot A .. 25 3.84 3.41 35.00 3.80
PilotB 27 37.81 3.14. 36.59 2.27
Pilot C 19 35.47 4.55 35.11 . 3.05
.Overall -71 .36.49 35.63

Pilot A 25 ., 32.92 2.38. 32.32 ' 2.66
Pilot B , 27 31.04 3.16 30.70 4.C7
Pilot C. 19 32.00 3.43 32.42 3.55
Overall , 71 31.96 31.73 -

&Maximum =. 1.2

t
1Maximum.= 43

cMeaciannA.= 38 36
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for pre and post test attitudes are given in Table 5. The effect of

adjusting the post test means to account for initial differences is

shown in AppendixY. The results of the multivariate and univariate

analysis of covariance for the attitude measures are given in Appendix
.0

Z. There were no significant differences in the effects of Pilots A,

B and C on students, attitudes toward mathematics, toward teaching math-

ematics, toward teaching elementitry school dhildren, or toward elementary

school children.

In addition to comparing the three pilot groups on the four post

attitude scales, an analysis of attitude.changes for the combined groups

was made. In Table 5 the pre and post test attitude scale means are given

for each pilot group separately and for'all three combined. Table 6 is

a summary of the analysis of variance of change in attitude over time.

TABLE 6

Analysis' of Variance of Change
in Attitudes with Respect to Time -

Attit ude.(Pre Post) : Mean Squares df

1

1

1

1

F
P <

.Mathematics

Teaching
Mathematics

Teaching Elementary
School Children

Elementary School
Children

220.870

57.238

22.781

1.012

27.003

11.959

2.534

.258

.001

.001.

.116

.613.

- Significant positive changes (p < .001) wer found over 01 groups for

the Mathematics Attitude and for the Teaching Mathematics Attitude.
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Because of the high incidence of missing data for the attitude

scales during the 5th and 7th weeks, only data for the pre, 3rd, 9th,

and post testing times were used for further investigation of.attitude

change during the quarter. Plots of the means of the Mathematics and

Teaching Mathematics scales were made by pilot by testing tlle.---Neams

were computed using only

reported. testing times.

those studentsWite'Complete data for all 'four
o

The plots are giyen in Figures 2 and:3.
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Student Assessments of Pilots
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students completed an evaluation form on which they reacted

to statements designed to measure attitudes toward the courses in

mathematics and in methods, the course assignments, the field experience

A-C1
or laboratory, the extent of integration in the instrugei n grading

procedures, and individual instructors.

All the evaluated areas in all Courses (141051 EMC502, EMC289, M294)

f were average to high. The Pilot A instructors received the highefit

rating of the three on the items measuring the extent of integrated
°

instruction., There was variation in the stUdents' peiceptions of. the

seven instructors involved.

In addition to the.evaluation forms which were filled out by each

student, five students were chosen at random from each Pilot and

inteiviewed'by members of the evaluation team. Analysis showed these

students to be typical in terms of scores on the math pretest and all

other pre-course variables. The students in each of the pilots felt

that they had grown in their knowledge of concepts, methods, and probleM

solving and in
%

their attitudes toward mathematics and teaching. Students

in Pilots A and B felt they had gained in knowledge of and attitudes

toward children. The students in Pilot C did not perceive these changes.

In the interviews students were asked to critique activities,

materials, and organization for the areas of Mathematics Concepts

Learning, Methods Skins, and Field Experience. The responses were in

all cases positive but with Pilot C consistently lower. Pilot B

students who were interviewed indicateAhat their field experience had

not been as worthwhile as expected.

39
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Students were asked torank order the four following statements

according to their own opinions,of their importance and according to

the importance assigned in their courses.

1. Selection and sequencing of learning activities based on
the mathematics.

2. Selection and sequencing of learning activities'basedon
the charrteristics of the children.

3. Understanding of the mathematics concepts.

4. , Interaction and communication with dhildren.

1

Students in the Pilot A interview sepple thought that uhderstanding

of mathematics concepts should have had the highest importance' but that,'

in fact, selection and sequencing oi learning activities based on the

mathematics. did. Pilot B students felt that interaction and communication,

with children should be most important but that understanding mathematics

concepts had been. Pilot C.students gave understanding of mathematics

concepts as both their highest priority and also the emphasis of their

courses. Pilot C and B students felt a higher importance,should have

been placed on interaction and communication with-children. All three

pilots felt that too much emphasis was placed on the selection and

sequencing of learning ectivities based on the mathematics.

The 1, students in the interview were asked tiro questions about

the programs in Which"they participated.

1. Would you participate in a project like this one if the
chance to do so came up again?

2. Would you recommend it to your friends?

The mean responses by pilot are given in Table 7.

4G.



TABLE 7

Mean Responies to. Program Evaluation Interview,
Questions by Pilot Group (Year 1)

Pilot.

A
Pilot
B

Pilot
C

Question 1

Question 2

4.2

4.4

4.4

4.2

2.6

2.8

FIRST YEAR

Scaler certainly not 1 2 3 4 .5 very certainly;

The interview data suggests that'students in Pilots A and B viewed the

program more positively than did the students in. Pilot C.

ySummary of Results (Year 1 f!StudY)

'1. A significant (p < .001) multivariate difference among Pilots on

,the post test criteria (Concepts, Methods, and Problem Solving)

was detected. This effect primarily involved the Concepts (p <'.001)

and Methods (p < .1) criteria.

2.:' A significant (p < .01) univariate difference between Pilots A and

'B on Concepts was detected.: This difference favored Pilot B.

A significant' (p < .1) univariate difference betWeen Pilots. A and

C on Concepts was d tected. This difference favored Pilot C.

A significant (p < .1) hnivariate 91ifference between Pilots A and

.0 on Methods was detected' Tas difference favored Pilot A.

No significant (p.< .34) univariate differences among Pilots

and C on Prob1em Solving:were detected.-
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FIRST YEAR .

6. A significant (p < ..016) MultiVariate difference among Pilots on
, .

the 'pretest attitude scales was detected. This :effect primatily

involved the Teaching EleMentary -Schocil Childien and'Elezbentary

'School Children scales. (To adjust for these initial differences

these two'sbales were selected as.cavariates for the analysis of

the NoSt test attitude. measures.)

7. A significant (p .001)qpsitive change. in student attitudes

...towards Mathematics was detectedin all three PilotsCombined..

. A significant (p < .001) positive change in student attitudes

towards TeaChing Mathematics was detected in all three Pilots

comhined.

9; NO significant (p < .24) differences in

were detected among 'Pilots B and C.

titude changes

10. The students in Pilots A and B viewed the program more positively

than did the students in Pilot C.

Limitations

In reflecting on the project's first year, certain limitations

,deserve comment. Aside, from the usual concern for satisfying the

premises for the application of some of thestatistical methods which

have been employed in this study, there are some liMitations which mays.

bear on the findings.

FOremost among these is the teacher vpriable. A single team of two

or 'three teachers taught the stude4ts in each pilot. Hence it is possible

a a

that the.dcf7erences which occurred; are in some measure attributable to
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the teaching teams rather thanto the approaches themselves.: InsOfar

as possible, assignment of instructors to treatments did, toweveil

attempt to match the background and preference's of the teachers with ,

the approaches in order to present each treatment most favorably.

The matching of instructors with treatments 04 be'illustrated by

the rationale for the particular assignment of teachers from the

mathematics department to Pilots Al B and C. The pilot A (MMP)

instructor had participated in the development of the MMP materials

and had taught using this approach previously. The instructors of

Pilots B and C were instrumental in the development of current versions

of the mathematics content course at the Ohio State University and were

experienced in teaching this course. All of the instructors had

experience in teaching mathematics to elementary school children as

well as to prospective elementary school teachers.

Student course evaluations nevertheless suggested differences

among Fkhe treatments in the perception of teachers by their students.

It is difficult or impossible to identify the extent to which instructors

- and treatments affected each other. Further insight 'into thedeffects

of the teacher variable was provided by the replication of the 'study

being conducted during the project's second yeai.

A second possible liMitation involves the instruments used in this

study. The paucity of established instruments (particularly those which

measure knowledge of the methods of teaching mathematics), the time

,constraints and the limit pn resources obviated thorough piloting of

instruments during the fiist year.

It should be noted that emphasis was placed on providing a concepts
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411*4ri.

instrument which measured the mathematics common to the three treatments..

For example, though 20 percent of Pilot C instruction wasodeyated to the

,probability and.statistics laboratory which was unique, to that approach,

the content instrument did little to probe this area. The authors feel

that the instrument's concentration on content ComMon to the three

treatments, may have introduced a bias disfavoring Pilot C, which covered

the most topicsl.and favoring",Pilot Which covered the fewest topics.
,2s--

Test statistics_ indicate, that same of the greatest shortcomings

were present in the instrument used to measure methods. It =s'a primary

.goal during the project's second year'to refine; all oftthe nts,

particularly the methods instrument.
4

A third possible limitation arises from the fact that there was

a commitment by the project to render dichotothous approaches with regard

to the MMP. Pilot A was to be "all MMP" and Pilots 'B and C were to be

"no MMP." It may be that strict adherence to the existing form of the

MMP materials in Pilot A philosophy not, necessarily consistent with

the materials- hemselves) resulted in introducing a bias against Pilot Al

in that Pilots B and C were not similarly restricted. The second phase

of this study replaced the "all MP: vs. no MMP" treatments by approaches

which were "primarily MMP" and "non-W."

A fourth limitation of the first year study is the relatively

ort duration of the treatments: The university's quelirter system

imposed a constraint in that it was impossible to maintain treatment
4

groups intact for more than eleven weeks. The conclusions reported

herein are reported for a single one-quarter implementation; however,

the second year of the project replicated the study by extending the
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experience to' two quarters. .

FIR ST YEAR

Possibly a bias was introducedby a Hawthorne effeCt. When students

in Pilot,C ;bed that.. they would not 4ve a School experience -- a

feature generally viewed with enthusiasm by students -- their attitudes

may have been adversely affected.' They may have held preconceived

,

opinions regarding the relative merits of the three approaches-which
4

contributed to their viewing Pilot C less favorably. This may have

contributed to the higher dropout rate for Pilot C.

Finally it must be noted that the schools used for the field

experience were selected on the basis of proximity to campus and

willingness of: the principals to involve their schools in the project.

Pilot A was assigned '`Eo a traditional elementary schObl and /Pilot B

to the Columbus designated alternative informal school. Thu Ake was

a marked difference in these two experiences. In addition, the lack

of experience of, the Pilot B preservice teachers with nontraditional

schools caused some to be uncomfortable in that environment.
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37 SECOND YEAR

Goal 2: To, develop, implement, and evaluate a model program

involving large numbers of preservice teachers.

Development

During the ,Spring and Summer Qgarters of 1977 the project staff

analyzed the data from the spring experimentation shared their

judgments on the various aspects of the instruction, took a realistic

look at University resources, and made decisions for 'the instruction

of several iundred students in combined programs during the Academic

Year 19t7778.

The staff conjectured that in the first year the instruction

by specially selected teachers

contributed to a generally su

groups of undergraduates

experience for most students

during year 1. This May have accounted In-save measure for the poSitive'

-.changes in attitide toward mathematics and os.rard teaching mathematics.

One additional goal determined for the second year of experimentation

was 'finding formats for instructing large numbers of students without

sacrificing the positive attitude changes that were achieved in the

small group instruction.

O
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Among the featutes the,staff wished to preserve from the first

xtar's program were

coordination:of content and methods instruction,

2. inclusion of a school experience component coordinated with
the content/methods instruction, and

inclusion of a laboratory-experience in the content component.

An additional consideration for.the second ytar study was the sequencing

of the course, this time to include two content courses .(instead of One-

NC
ab in the first year experiment), one methodd course, and one fUld

experience course. The staff concluded that another feature,ofsthe
w,A

second yearyear s"dy should be

4. completion of one mathematics content course before, stirents
enroll in a course ih methods.

The adirantages of offering one mathematics -Co

'Oftk
the methods course together with the desirability of. o

content-methods instruction led to the schedule for'theilsecond year'; ;study

described below. Each course met for ten weeks; creaits,r

hours.

Quarter I (Winter 1978)

The first of two required five-hour mathematpsCOnteet

1

- . .

courses covering (during winter 1978) the rational-;''

numbers and elementary probability with somenumb6r

theory and Constructive geometry.

4r
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Quarter II.(Spring 1978)

.0 *The,second mathematics content course covering (during

Spring 1978) the whole numbers, measurement, and trans-

formational. geometry.
<2

E502: A three hour methods course focusing on the CUrriculum

and instruction of mathematics of-grades K-8 including

readinesS, sequencing, materials selection and use,

and evaluation.

E289 A ;two-hour field experience course in which university

students teach small groups of children in the
-

elementary schools.

Tbe.,decisionto =c o the7rationa1 number arithmetic before the whole number

arithmetic 'was baser mostly fl,,thepremise that the topics of M106 listed

above were better suited for inated content/methods courses.

(In- retrospect those 4* curses agreed that.the sequencing
41,

of these:topics was un bfaqtort. am the point of view of mathematics

development.) list Of,bopica-,taught in the mathematics courses can

be found in Appendix AA.

As was stated earlier in this report, proficiency in high school

level algebra either by placement examination or university coursework

is a prerequisite to M105. In addition 90% of the students participate

in the Freshman Early Experience Program (rthP),in the schools prior

to taking these courses.

Though.there was agreement on the foUr features. for the second

year study listed above the staff recognized a need for fUrther comarisons
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of materials and specific teaching formats. Limitations of the first

year experiment, such as the involvement of only a few teachers per

treatment and'the commitment to render dichotomous approaches with regard

tb the me, prompied ftrther experimentation. In the interest of gleaning

more information than the proposed case study of a single program could

provide, the staff accepted the burden of developing, implementing and

evaluating.tWo example programs.

The di- ergnce in the two versions occurred in the second quarter

block, when the students were divided into two groups of roughly equal

size:

Group X: Integrated content and methods with school experience
using primarily MMP materials.

Group Y: Coordinated,content and methods with school experience
using non-MMP materials.

The schedule for the mathematics-related curriculum for the second year'

of the study is summarized in Figure 4. Furt1her details are provided below.

Winter 1978:

Spring 1978:

M105

M106

E502
]m89

Group X
(Primarily MMP)

M106
E5ce
289

Group Y
(non-MMP)

Figure 4. Schedule for the Mathematics-Related Curriculum
for the Second Year Study.
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Implementation

Over 300 students registered for the Winter Quarter M105 course. The

course was taught using a conventional text (Begle) inAhe format of three

lectures, one problem session, and one extended laboratory session each

week. Experienced faculty nembers in the mathematics department coordinated

the course and gave the lectures to groups oflabout one hundred; Teaching

associates were utilized for problem sessions and laboratory sessions

which averaged about 25 to 30 students each. This pattern of instruction

is commensurate with departmental resources for most of its elementary

courses.
er.

Approximately 155 students enrolled'in the Spring Quarter block.

`Demands on facilities rdquiredthat classes meet at various times

throughout the day. Group X classes met within the.8:30 A.M. -12:30 P.M.

time span. Group Y clases met within the 10 A.M. -3 P.M. time span.

An effort was made to assign students to treatments randomlyi but time

conflicts and certain quirks Of the University's computerized scheduling

process jeopardized the randomness somewhat.

The MMP units used by Group X were Numeration, Addition and Sub-

traction, MUltiplication.and Division, Rational Numbers, Measurement, and

Transformational'Geometry. The choice of the last two units added

geometry to the project's experience with MMP material which was not

. ,

part. Of the first phase. :The materials were augmented by the mathematics.

text used during Winter Quarter to aid in providing the student with

definitions, unifying topics which are fragmented in MMP, and focusing

more attention on. underlying concepts. In addition, the MMP materials

were supplemend by instructor handouts in the directiopof problem
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solving and certain methods topics such as learning theory. The

students' in Group X were divided among three classes, each taught three

days per week for 108 minutes by an instructor fram mathematics and two

days per week for 108 minutes by an instructor from education. Sixty

minutes of the time spent with the education instructor each week was

given to school experiencabout 30 minutes with children and 30 minutes

for transportation. In order to get a comparison relating staffing

patterns, one of the three sections was taught by two faculty members,

one was taught by two teaching associates, and a third by a faculty

member and,a teaching associate.

Group Y was taught using conventional texts to cover'the same

material in a format close to that used in the. Winter Quarter mathematics

course. For the mathematics instruction the students in Group Y met

each week together in three l+8 minute lectures and were divided into

'
.

four,srOler groups, each which had one 48 minute problem session and

one SC1 minute (or less-) laboratory per week. For the methods instruction

students net in small groups with a faculty lecturer/coordinator for

108 minutes per week and witkteiching associates 108 minutes per week.

In,addition about 90 minutes per, week were given to school experience-.

about 60 minutes with children and 30 minutes for transportation.

A summary of instructional time by Group is given in Figure 5. It

should be observed that there was considerable imbalance in the appropriation

of time between groups.
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Group X, Group.Y.

Content - 324 282

Methods , 156 216

School experience '30 60

Transportation 30 30

: 1
540. 588

Figure 5. Approximate Minutes per Week of Inctructional
Time to Program Camponents by Group (Year 2).

Evaluation-

r

To, provide a basis for comparison of the two alternatives described

earlier, data was collected throughout Witter and Spring Quarters, 1978,

according to the following schedule:

1. Initial background characteristics were determined at the

beginning of Winter Quarter.

2. Scores on a common final exam administered at the end of

Winter Quarter were used as a pretest of. mathematics

content' for the Spring Quarter study.

Changes in attitude were measured at intervals throughout.

Winter and Spring Quarters.

4. Achievement:in content, problem. solving, and methods was

measured at the end of Spring Quarter.

Student assessment of Groups was-obtained via course

evaluations and interviews at the close of Spring Quarter,

Assignment to treatments was finalized at the end of Winter Quarter.

Of the 155 students enrolled at the beginning of Spring Quarter nine

drqpped out-within the first two weeks of the quarter,_one from Group X

and eight from Group Y. An additional nine students: were deleted frail.

the study because'of,missing data, four from Group X and five from Group

Y. The final sample for the second year study consisted of 137 students

4Wham data was.complete, 68 from Group X and 69 tram Group Y.
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The initial Characteristics of the subjects which had been measured

at the start of Winter Quarter were the eleven baCkground items listed

on page 17. A summary of this data is provided in Appendix BB. It was

found that-students in Group X had significantly (p < .027) lower grade-

point averages, had significantly (p < .010) less participation in the

Freshman Early Experience Prograhl had significantly (p < .04.4) lower

class standing, and were significantly (p < .050) younger than the

students in Group Y.

Final exam scores for the common Winter Quarter mathematics course

were used as a pre measure of mathematics understanding for the Spring

Quarter study. The test consisted of 50 objective type items and 12

subjective type items. The test and its statistics can bound in

Appendix CC. The mean for Group X students was lower (no statistical

significande p < .148) than the mean for Group Y students.

iv Attitudinal measures were taken at'intervals during Winter and

Spring Quarters once again using the attitude scales listed on page 60

5ed detailed in Appendix J. For purposes of the study three of the

applications of the attitude instrument were identified as the pretest,

-Midtest, and posttest for the Spring Quarter study. These were

administered at the conclusion of Winter Quarter in the fifth week

of Spring Quarter, and at the conclusion of Spring Quarter respectively.

The result's of the attitude measures and the test statistics for the

attitude'inStrumentsre summarized in Appendix DD. An analysis, of the

pietest attitude scores showed, an: initial difference (p < .038) on the

Teaching,Elementary'SchoblChildren'Scale favoring Group Y. Theinitial._ _

- .
.

.

erence on the Mathematics scaled approached significance (p<',...135),

.
..-
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also favoring Group Y. (See Appendix EE.)

Examination of the background information and,the results'of the

'premeasures for mathematics content and attitude cast doubt on the premise

that the groups involved in the second year of the Study were equivalent...:,

Evidently, the schedule rhrtnges resulting from time conflicts led to

nonequivalent groups in terms of these variables. In an effoit to
. .

correct this deficiency, certain 4ariablesX,were used as covariates in

the subsequent analysis..

The cognpive criterion measures were redone for the second year

study. Items from the first year's'instrumentS were screened using the

item analysis results and relevance for the second year.' study. The

satisfactory items formed a core which was supplemented. by new items

resulting in the Content, Methods, and Problem Solving instruments

found in Appendices.FFJvHH. The item statistics are included.

The Mathematics Concepts Test was a 30 item instrument covering

the content of the'Spring Quarter 1978 mathematics course. All test

items, tested material common to the instruction given to 'Groups X and

Y. Students had 55 minutes to writethe test.

The Mathematics Methods Test was a, 39 item instrutent covering the

content of the Spring Quarter 19'r8 methods course. moat test items
.

tested'material common to the instruction given to Groups X and Y. The

test for the second year was of a considerably broader'aroade scope than the

first .year instrument. Students, ad 90 minutes. to write the methods

test::
./

The problem Solving Test was a lOpitem instrument consisting of

problems which were designed to liVuniamiliar yet solvable by the students
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in both Groups.4 Half of the items were taken from the test administered

during the'first year study. Students had 55 minutes to write the test.

Means and standard deviations by Group for the three post test

measures are given in Table 4 A one-way multivariate analysis of.
.

variance was computed for the Concepts; Methods and Problem Solving

Tests. The results are given in Table 9.

Table 8'

Means and Standard Deviations for Concepts,
Methods, and Problem: Soliring Tests by Group (Year .2).

. I

Group X Group Y

Variable. 7 7 adj. SD . X X ad'. SD

Concepts 69.19. 69..90 9.10 70.94 70,40 9.58

Methods .51.10 51.84 8.28 ' :59.29 58.57 9.45'. _.

Problem SOlving . 47.2+8 48.46' 13.68 --* 55.83 54:87 4 '15 .29

Means are adjusted for background differences.in Class Standing and

Grade Point Average

A significant multivariate effect was found (p < .001). The

$ 744

univariate analyses of variance resulted in significant differences on

the Methods Test and on the Problem Solving Test, but no significant

differende on the Concepts. Test.
ia

The comparisons of Groups.*on the Methods measure indicate. that

GroupiX was significantly lover' (p < .001) than Group Y. The comparison

of Groups on the Problem Solving Test indicate that Group X ma's

significantly lower (p < .011) than Group Y.
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Tatile 9

i; CMultiVariate Analysis ovarmance for Concepts,

Methods,. and Probeleni SollcgtVeriteria Difarences
Between Giatip& Using Class Standing, and

Grade Point Average, as Covariates (Year 2)

Test of `Program Differences

.
Multivariate F(3,131) P <

8.93 0.001

Uniriate F(1,133) MS
B P <

Concepts 0:20 14 :22 0.657

Methods 22.91.. 1445.01 0..601

Problem Solving -6%66 1310.94 0.011*

Correlati?ns of the criterion measures with the academic background

variables and with pre and post attitude measures are: given in Appendices

II and 33.

An analysis of the attitude measures can beLfound in Appendices DD -

EE'and KK - N161. IL comparison of means 4!or Post Test Attitudes by Group

adjusted for initial differences in earl,y, experience participation and

M.
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in the Attitude Toward Teaching Children premeasure reveals that the

Attitude of Group X on the Teaching Mathematics and Teaching:Elementary

School-Children.scales were significantly (p < .060 and p < .018'

respectively) lower than the Attitudes of Group Y.

In addition to comparing the two Groups on the four post attitude

scales, an analysis of attitude changed for the combined groups was made.

(See Appendix 00.) Significant positive cbangeswere faund over all

groups for the .Mathematics Attitude .(p < .001) and for. the Teaching

Mathematics Attitude (p <

In order to measure student reaction to the programs, 24 students

were interviewed by members of theevaluation team, four students from

each of the three Group X classes and twelve students from Group Y.

The (results of these interviews are summarized in Appendix NN. There

were no Significant differences in the perceptions of those interviewed

with regard to goals and objectives of the programs nor with regard to

outcomes or evaluations of the programs.

Students fram both programs:felt that

. 'understanding of the mathematics concepts received the

greatest emphasis,

interaction and commulacation with children received the

xlV, least emphasis, and

3. selection and sequencing of learning activities was inter-:,

mediate in terms of emphasis.
14-

G.

They generally felt that neither oFfthelimited field experience programs

associated with, this project -s.res as valuable 'is their more extensi

Freshman Early Experience Program they had participated 'in.
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During the interviews students were asked to rank both the influence

of and the time spent with textbooks,,teaChers, manipulative.materials:.

pupils in-the schools, and fellow students during the Spring Quarter. ''The

sharpest' contrast occurred with respect to "fellow students,"mtich

-Group X students ranked .first and Group Y students ranked last in terms

of influence. Students in both groups ranked time spent with textbooks

higher interms of time spent than in terms of influence. The ranking',

of time spent with teachers was significantly lower (p < .001) in Group X

than in Group Y, whidtcis consistnt with the data of Figure 5 on page

and with the intended formats of the approaches.

Students in both Groups indicated a preference for participating

in a similar program again if given the opportunity and recommending

the experience to friends as reported in Appendix PP, Part III. A

comparison Of this information with the interview results of the'iprevious

year (Table 7, page 32) reveals that the mean responsevfor the second

year program'were lower than those of Pilots A and B and higher than

that of Pilot C during the first year program.

In summary', the statistical analysis indicates that the performance

of students in Group y was higher in terms of the Methods, Problet Solving,

Attitude toward Mathematics, and Attitude toward Teaching Mathematics as

measured.

Summary of Results (Year 2 of Study)_,

Significant differences were found on several background

'variables. Students in Group.X had significantly (p.< .027)
lower.gradePoint averages 'had significantly (p < .016)21ess
participation in the Freshman Early Experience Program, had t
significantly.(p < .044) lower class standing, and were
significantly (p < .050) younger than students in Group Y.
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2. A significanI (p < .001) multivariate difference among
Groups on thrpodU test criteria (Concepts, Methods and

Problem Solving) was detected. This effect primarily
involved the Methods and Problem Solving criteria.

No significant (p < .737) univariate difference between
Group X and.Y on Concepts was detected.

4. A significant (p < .001) univariate difference between.
Groulis X and Y on Methods was detected. This difference

favored Group Y.

5. A significant (p < .011) univariate difference between
Groups X and Y on Problem Solving was detected. This

difference favored Group Y.

6. A. significant (p < .039) univariate difference on the
Teaching' Elementary School Children scale was detected.
This difference favored Group.Y.

7. A significant (p < .001) positive change in student
attitudes towards Mathematics was detected in both Groups

combined.

8. A significant (p < .01) positive change in student
attitudes towards Teaching Mathematics was detected in

both Groups combined.

Significant differences were found on two of the post
attitude scales adjusted for the initial' differences in
early experience participation and. in the AttitUde Toward
Teaching Children pretheasure.. The Attitude of. students in

.Group X on the. Teaching Mathematics and Teaching Elementary
.School Children scales was-significantly (p < .060 and.

p <:.:618 respectively) lower than the.Attitudes of students

in Group Y. .

J,i mi te.tions
O

While the second year study enjoyed the advantages of having more

subjects, more teachers involved, and more'timO to develop and refine

instruments, it also had several disadvantages. The imbalance in the

allotment of time between groups was one outgrowth oethe priority

given to model prbgram development over strict experimental control.

Another example of the relaxed controls was the deliberate freedom in
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choice of materials (primarily MMP vs. non-MMP) rather than the rendering

of strictly dichotomous approaches. Also as mentioned earlier, assign -

.ment to treatments was not random.

Though a formal comparison of the two treatments was conducted,

the subordination of experimentation to achieving the optimal program

suggests that the data generated during the second year study should be

regarded with'caution. Apropos to this discussion is the viewing of

t

the second year effort as tiro case studiessUpported by somewhat informal

experimentation.

F. Interpretations and Recommendations

Because of inherent limitations and other constraints within a

project of this scope, this report does not attempt to offer absolute

conclusions; yet, it would be neglectful if it failed to share the

opinions which evolved from the study. The remarks which follow are

offered in this spirit. The opinions expressed are based in part on the

data and in part on informal observations.

An encouraging aspect of this project was the ability of the

University's mathematics faculty, its education faculty, and the school

personnel to work together in upgrading the mathematics program for

prospective elementary school teachers. Despite a history of non-

communication at this university, the two faculties were able to unite

effectively. Moreover ties with school personnel were substantially

Strengthened. The impact of this cooperation was felt beyond the pre-
.

service teacher training program'and is likely to have a continuing

6C1



positive effect. In particular the inservice program has grown

dramatically, with an increasing number of well-received course:offering

on- and off-campus. From this emerges the, rather general but strong:.,'

recommendation for similar institutions that mathematics faCul:bipe'-,.

education faculties, and public school personnel should join :60 ether
.1

in upgrading the mathematics program for prospecti've elementaityp

teachers. .

A primary program recommendation fraM the study is; th:O'Am4lin4qticilli

in mathematics content and methods be strongly:Cocirdina"4e4

considerable support for this conclusioninthe.:findingi;00e4.

in terms of studentyeactions andattritiOn re,tes,:,burhe*,-**pre.,

. .

significant:is the widespread suppork-of this precept :from staff )iembers

of toth the mathematics and eddcationdepastments.

The use of the word "coordihated" ratber than netanbin,etr:ia,

intentional in that the experiences,' dUring the two yeare.euggeit.that

for a large audience a combined program one in-which.instruction.

in content and methods is highly integrate4 is more.;

and facilities without produCing better.: retults than'a,::COOdinated;

program (i.e., one in'wbich instruction.-ilaCOpte0;*dMethOaeis strongly

related but not integrated)..-' The, greater deMand4 ot the 161P type combined
.

.

program arise from the need ;to have instructors qualified in, both content

and methods teaching as well as in providing small 'classes in a mostly

. .

activity-oriented format. For largeesaudientes the task of fining an

adequate number of qualified teachers and,Of, providing ample laboratory

facilities needed for most of the instructiofi.can be prohibitive.

justification for 'the added burden of.doingmbined prograth-is
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lacking, for when compared to the coordinated versions (Pilot B of the

first year study and Program Y of the second year study), criteria

measures for the combined programs were in no case significantly higher,

.while those of the coordinated program were significantly higher in

several instances..

A third recommendation is that school experience be included in

the coordinated content-methods instruction. This recommendation is

based' on the' results of the formal student, interviews together with

informal feedback from students and instructors. Chief among student

criticism of the school experierce is the complaint that the 30 to 60

minute sessions (at most three with the same child or group of children

were insufficient to provide depth, and continuity.. While recognizing

that the area of school experience is itself worthy"of considerable

7
inyestigation, the authors offer on the basis of informal and limited

*JobeervOions the following specific suggestions for the school experience

COMPOPe*:

eservice teachers (PSTs) shoUld work with-smail:giOups of
ldren, beginning with no more than two children.

ssbould work with children at a variety of grade levels..

JTr8 should haye at least one opportunity to work with the
Same child (or 'mall group of children) over an'extended

eriod'of,time.

TO: should be given iricreasirigly-mre--responsibility in the
',:plarining of lessonsfor successive sessions with the same
vcOup, of children.

durth recommendation assumes that the program to train prospective

-40fitentary shcool teachers in mathematics contains at least two mathematics

courses. (The thought of less is inconceivable in light of the importance,
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of mathematics in the elemehtary school curriculum!) It is recammended,

that a mathematics content course precede' the combined content- methods-

school, experience package referred to above. This suggestion is'offered

to avert. the possibility ^of placing the prospective teachers in the

position (dUrihg the school experience component) where they are asked

to teach mathematics which:they do not yet understand. Prospective

- teachers also need a certain level of mathematics competence before

'beginning their methods study.

heaction of consultants to two long standing features of the program

at this university are supportive of a fifth recommendation, that

students be required tO.display mastery of high school level algebra

and geometry and give evidence of School participation as prerequisites

to enrolling 1.4 the content and methods courses. Proficicy in high

.school level:algebra and geometry is hardly ,a lofty goal since graduates

e.

of such prOgrams in many states are certified,to teach grades K-8,

and these are not uncommon topics in the middle school graaes- Early

school participation of ageneral nature, which may range from observing

to aiding experienced classroom teachers, provides a perspective helpful

in making,the experience in a specffic area, in this case mathematics,

more meaningful.

d. Consensus of the staff leads to.a sixth recommendation, that a

n.
significant portion of both the content ihstruction'and the methods

instruction be activity-oriented and that whenever possible,, the

activity-based-learning precede and motivate other instruction. The

laboratory setting should serve as a vehicle for discovery rather than

for verification.
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The last recommendation is again more-general. The beneficial

interchanges fostered by the visitations of consultants to this project

suggestthat institutions which train teachers develop lines Of inter-

commnnication to,provide.for cooperative efforts in the development of

their programs. The preparation of teachers 1.6 a vital and challenging

task which can best'be met by cooperation within institutions and among

institutions.

,

Summary' of Recommendations

Recommendation l: Mathematics faculties, education faculties, and

public school personnel should join together in upgrading the mathematics

program for prospective elementarY school teachers.

Recommendation 2: Instruction,in,mathematics content and methods

should be strongly coordinated, but need not be combined.

1

Recommendation 3: School experience should be included in the '

coordinated content-methods instruction.

Recommendation 4: A mathematics content. course should precede the

combined content-methods-school experience package.

n .

Recommendation,: Studdnts should berequired to display mastery

of high school level'algelia and geometry and give evidence of school

participation as prerequisites to enrolling in the content and methods

Courses. .

Recommendation 6: Assignifcant portion of both the content

instruction and the methods instruction should be activity-oriented
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and whenever possible, the activity-based learning should precede

and motivate other instruction.

Recommendation 7 LinPs of communication should be developed

among institutions which train teachers to provide for cooperative

efforts the development of their programs.
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eigaiticently from Treatment D, bat Treatment A eel Treatent D do differ significantly.

Pilot A - Pilot B

Pilot A - Pilot C

Pilot B - Pilot C

Mean Difference 0/41

0.92

-0.96

B

1/1?268

1012

1.073

Critical value oftfyi for P < 0.10 1..2.18.

6

a. When is the Snotty CoOst for comparing SOWS and ig4the

moire root of the variance contrast (storri.ard error the cattiest u tr.
Cans pp. 3e1p)e9, 1970).



Aggeagii P-
IMOOmervelatinaa of AnSitvie Pmemeste.

(Year 1)
f!

Teaching
Meech/no glen. Soh.

Mathematics Mstbaniiics =lives

ameinnix.41' ,
Nittbematiee Concepts teat

Items and It Statistics
.(Tsar 1)

GDifficulty° Correlation C000eril'onee

?sailing Math .

1. -1 e 2' quals 05

itr 3 7 ._

(1)A. i (95)0. la15
(1)0. ti . . (1)D. 12

Cl)!.
,..

Sone of tbe above

Teaching Elsa. S.

3.
"patoo

.11

(80)

(Bo) '

.32..
(81)

.08

ran),
, ..i T.4

al)( ''

O BSI

dr 1. Which numeral name the nonb#r mommented
112 the chart,

ligok.n. Tom Ones

' 2 ,

0.0

?,32,8t3 (1)3.
.32,003 (92)0. 3,303

4,

ipll. L s of the above

! f*
g. Tbe.seeitest comOon factor of 30 nod Will

(1)Z2 7 . (51)3. 6

MC. szo., '.m,3

, (Mx. sow acribm above it
CS

T.Itsad tb4clanl 2 638. to the Meanest

Oneefedtb.. 44

(I)A. 200 Pl. 231 Si

(18)C. 231. (1)11., 231.763

(93)7, loon or

lb. following set ha,

(a, n, a, 0

(0)A le (2)9.`12

(67)c. 4a0 (36))).."2.
(12)1. law of Us above

4

. 19. littCh arrangement of tbe following dmilicsIs is
in order tronymelleet to lament?

.6, !61, .611, .602.

(e) S. .601, .6, .61, .611 .

4z(0) c. .61, .6, .6o
(71)0., .6. .601. .61, .611

(27)2. lbw of tba above

(i) Me resgoa:a-
ea.

2unciai
.08

2.7;.

A.

2. The least cons= multiple of'315 end 14 is .19 .13 CAD"

4 (4)A. 50. calm 252

(0)C. L2 (3.0)0. 2

e (6)S. 60. of Cie above

5. Which of the following are prime numbers?

7, 9, V, 91

19A. only 7 and 91
10 B. only 7, 37 and 91
1) C. only 7, 9 and 91

37) E. All 67f the numbers are prise

A. For rbaebases Is 7811 a peemintitil numeral?

82)t.

1,2 9 ID
9,10,11,
2,3,b,...

. g
C.

9 only
E. 1,2,3,...

2 .lio response

4_ ;',1
4 Difficulty in perseniagm of subjects rho got this it errong.'-'

b' Correlation between Item and (Testy - Item).
c/Ses Appendix I.

araus ,., ..
ssimkumIsiziausip

.18

.27
Cs

.07 .18 .E2}

.20

.21 ..1L Ars

et:

.r&
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N,

10. A bah contains 3 bins marbles, 2 peas
ones, and 5 red ones. A marble is selected
at nusbni. What is the probability it is
green?

(80)a. 1/3 (1) 3. 1/3

(I) C. 1/h. (10)2. 1/10

(6) T. lone of the above .

2.3.. It a coin Is tossed twice, that is the .39
probability of getting bad mace and a tall.,
once?

(7) A. 1/3 (61)13. 1/2

(30)C. 1/ (0) D. 2/3..

(1) I. lane of the aliMe

Group .

isms tip Smola=

12. Tor all whole numbers a, b, a, and 4 .13 .16

(h pi 0 , d i O.), the sum t is

equivalent to stitch of the fellowingt

(6) A. p
(2) 3-41

d

(2) C.. JIL'agSk. (07)2. S

(2) I. ilium of the above

13. Which qt, the following statements can 'leap
describe the legit cameo ssittipla

of two counting numbers?
. "

The least common multiple LA --

1) A. the product of thirty; numbers
10)3.' the product of the factors of both numbers'
0) C. the sum of tbsaitectors of the two numbest
7) D. the largest counting 'saber divisible by

each of the two numbers
(91)3. the smallest counting number divisible by

each of the two =sears

1. Which of the following is alma correct statement
about division? (a, b, and a are all sac -sero)

3.0)A.

:tit::i.: i:: 1) l'i:: :i
1)C. ca 4.4. 1,,m) a a . .0: a a) a it * s)

Zi.. leee tlis: sae: Ittb:L. ( (;)alle lespamme

11. Now many positive divieoee does the

weber 22 z 33 i 52 have?

(10)A. 7 (1) 3. 12

(1) C. 23 (72)D. 36

(11)T. lone of the above

18

Acts

.22 PAC

.2a CAD

16. Which roguese best describes the itatasmant .28 .33

"Tar all wbols'aumbers a, b,

s z (b z o) (a z c) s,c)",

(17)A. This is a true statement known as
the distributive law of multi-
plication.

(1) B. This is atrue statemmat related to
the associative

(10)C. ibis is true statement cob sing the
associative and distributive lams,

(0) D. This is a.true abatement Llinstrating
the cancellatimipiopartY.

.(72)1. ibis is not a true rastemeat.

'17. Whicbresponse best describes. the-ezpmession
r

(2) A. It is defined to be 1
gp. It is.defined to be 0

)C. It is undefined because 0 z T 0 bee
many solutiome.

(16)2. It is undefined because '0 z T 0 has
,mn sclutice-

(0) 2. Itas defined diaTarestly is diftsivet
somber systems.

13. Which arrastmelet of the following fractions .A
is in order from smallest to largest?

(0). A. '..t/13, ./13, 1/17,

(11)3. -4/11, .4/17, 417, 1/13

(1) C. 1/13, 1/17, -1/17, -k/13

(2) D. -4/17, 1/17, ./13, /13' -

(20)3. /17, -11/13..k/11, 1/17

(1) lb spas

i hi



=Alla ammitun arcast

Lc. which of the following rational numbers .19

can be written as terminating decimals?

13 2511

(81)A. co& and

e(5) C. cod g () D., 193- am a

(io)r. All of the numbers sinter ttic
condition

Directions: In 204 there may milayggal
correct endear. Bead each question
metal, enabled:km the appropriate
dime ere 'Wei to signify the correct

111111.112 or UMW&
,

20.- The set or sets that can be nut im cos-to-ane
convenpoodence with (1,2,3) scold be

L. the set of neaps in China
D. (2,4,6,8,...1

'tbe set of positive odd imbue less them
500

D. (...,-3,-2,-1)

Tb. set 10,1,2,...I is closed under

A.: Witt.=
B. aubtraction
C. lealtiplicatice
D. -Diwieion

.10

.bl

For which of the foll,:nring sets, IC , is .1 .27

2(1) .. 0

A. X . ( )

D. 2 (0)
C. 2 . (0,11

23. to which of the folloiing pairs of ccunttng
numbers is the first entry mile and the
second entry ocePosite?

A. 7, 101
C. 1, 20

21.- ft:DA of the following
squares?

A. 6!

C. 23 x 33

32 5

3.

71. It: ;11

parfait

23: 54

9252

Its 25.28 refer to these figures.

A.

(2)A.

(93) D.

,

(0) I.

(2).2.

(1) ?C) leptiAila

3.

14C

xn (2 n s).

(2) A. (2) 14 -(0) C.

(0) D. t (1) 2. (1) if *imam

.%



A

p

27.

28.

Din

X U (y n z)

(0) A. (98) N. -10)

(1) Z. (1) No Response

X UZ

(0) A. (0) 3. (98)

(0). N. (1) No Response

C.

29. Find tb product in hue 3 . .31

4315.7.
x 3211p.

30. Oiven the seventh ran of Pascal' trump..

7 21 33 35 23,/li

A. Write tb. 8th rot

B. Cascrite the. number at Is alesSat subsets of

' a 9 *Immo% sot.

31. Trays or disprove the following statimant.

If is a factor of a , then

2a' is a factor of 6a .

32. . Prom or disprove abs following

If a is factoi of bon, thou

is a factor of b and A..

factor of c

58

List all of the aliments insiok bow Multi-
plicatlye Inverse' is the arlIftimptla Of

.

114. A. _Comptes the gresfdlat =mos faster
of 938 mid 1162

If: la it possible to findlataiers .

X .0 that 1/621 938r . 1427

Yea 110

17. A isn't '44 scored am scale frau 0 604 .

The table bolas shows the amber of students
...attaining .sob soars. Whet INA the averse

scorist

Nasakar. of
s

3 1.0 11

141.1111 9

i. 1111

hi

Dismuse tbe slaw aisilaritinis aid the mats

. imams the
latespan 601.11:.

irlidllremoters.
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Ms.thisistios Ibtiods. .Tear 7tirsissi4aarsl. Itssf:Btitisties.

Item Correlaticab CcoGparPlsew:i.

1. hied ssoitshoi of:yreisbliai,wouLd 6.6 hest for
4,astioo, to first. qrsdirsy

d.' i . , ,
- ' in za"

:B..,? , 26. , 1.4

. .C.Y13 P ?.1. -

, 4.4 L.19

D. '3, . 7 ^1;. , 21 2b:

:

2, %Wed: best;deserther the set
Ctsses blci.ka' shown on. ths right
ali f4,031ig tT4AA'AfA:CaolastIdt

ilea
;

eh of the following voct14 taau.41,tabut..
simples of sets for first and
grids students?

(fttor. lful, INAT71
II;

!p:c.., 12 13. 313, 4 2 3)
dal B only

A,h,.1nd C

bAlt
Tat

1-m13We - Doetert sot

r pattaris;NI.

ti44rovieus wort loofa,

I .;;: t
3 1-2

47,

A' .1111

D .., 1., Tif

. _

3, *got c thisTolksiing skrsslise,I roPrAeatt.
%Ds engin% is !Allah this tollartait giss.V1..bas

B. u C-

I 118.

q.

al vrittoo1,''
114/1 ttrit '11/'

' : S) grittek 'tour'
a ..), (b), (4),

11., (a). (e). (a), 4)
e.. (.1, (A), (A), Ill

A. o +(a). (al, (4), (e)
B. it,), (4,1; is). (a)

,
'..4-,'f:

.

*IUD the' fcalsnfils St describe °scrip s
ssifirsyyszt m thoso 11,7 iveltdass1

:At-4,,,11.4riotor. u..s4trocrolass cornet.
sow errors And rill probahlf

7 . Ease togrra:p4ite ontrolssa
. C. Gaffe gam Apt vial preheb1,7

"Asai Mal' serest* 304 4Artsies eavritoss:'Caw sago gears wit* lag taigapaes ties r plas.bosazz of lb, pregame
wevean fealty

10118111,1 a as matiplagaso taas.



nts ,

mistom ono &N Y* tollaslas models for
sult191144A1O4 leads scat easily to ta.
algoritbma,foi auitiplIcation Of the COMM
rrietiesiaAlsui aimed ambers)

30. 44mt ninth of inter/Set/00
. . . are hire?

'..C)sestica Row aura square coots this

figure

- 'o

0 0

:1 114..atios3 Yon Imo dots to tbis army?

9, a:a adds do:fails in the followiag imager,

. '4 ..21 .022 , ' .42 .237 '.00657

..:4curirovi4.,121411,V it is rout tint her

!themsamber of docissil'places tm the addenda
'and salt this war places in the rum from sight
'to daft.

.

rummdistica practice mamas likely to best
brlpt

:11.14. her cogs her decimal.. to common
fractiona, proceed by adding the fractions.
aid them covert her answer beth.to decimals.

N. 'MUM a dolt of place valua,.(1... 'ones"
.--coke. "tenths" column, etc.) and bow
bir do the amortises on it.

C.:jive her estimate her answer before she
_basins an amerciae. '

D. '1111 her that she is suing the rale for
'multiplication of decimals and deecastrata

correct proreaurr. and gin her 10 amps
atomises to work.

S: News of lba above activities is likely to
help Sham.

AO: NOT doe* the foLLowimg prattling as iodinated-

y6
SAY

17

*lab *Wee below soot nearly represents Marr's
reasoning?

A. 56 - 19.50.6 -30 -9
. 40 10 6 . 30 o

4. (40 - 30) (10 - 9) 6
. 10 (1 6)
10.7
17

S. ' )0 50 .6 . 30 19
100 16 - )0 - 9

- )0) (16 - 9)
. 10: 7 44c.

.30 .ce

.34 -;17

C. 56 - 39 50 6 - - 9
50 . 6 10 -9
50 16 - 40 - 9
(50 - 40) (16 - 9)
10 7

17
1'

11. In what order should the following materials
S amwevellr be used in teaching place valuer

4
(a) Willtibasi blocks (ei portals sticks
(b) Albania (d graph paper

(c), (a), (b), (6)
. (b), lc), (4), (6)'

C. (4), (n); (a), (c) D. (a), (b), (d)

PttriorLIAY Sasaisttai 2smisrliza

. .26

N. (a), (b), (a), (a) .47 SCA.

Ifabipm is vorth7711.1iww,arallav La worth
grammui.. a VOW is worth T reds, and a red is

north T whites, 'item which of the following is'worth the same as S blues) .*

A. t blues, T 7.11041, 7 gramma, T redi,.aad
7 whites

2. 4 blues and 49 whit...

C.

D.

N .

1715. whites

35 whites

new of the above

Directional

In questions 13-17 yon will be given a situation.
Tom mast decide if the listed expressions (13-17)

. are, appropriate repreoentatious of the situation.
If foe the expression is Ogropriate, indicate
this br mauling A on your answer sheet. If tin

r":c ampoession is not appropriate, indicate this by
:-ear klag 'twain:war abut. Seseaberwore than=estri=it emo= DO MOT =cern

Situation:

MI6 Stat. Oblvorwitr:(080 and University of
02 each play 10 football gmaes not

coostimg emu they play against each other.
Six of gums each plays are saainet'the same
Sig fan.teama. Stoat is the total ember of

'

different tame. which the 2 schools plot

A. appropriate: 3. not'appropriate

.

1k. I(OSU) '*. 3(0K) '.., /if= (1 bII) . 10 10 -

A. appropriate H. not appropriate

,*

15. OKI plays --: .

la lb le Id

r g k 1.14 ,1

h --- 'DS plays '1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 74. 12 .13 14

A. ap%rorr16f. H. /tot appropriate

16. 0 2 t 6 8 10 12 14. 16 '15 20

OM plow 10 ilt plays

A. appropriate B. art appropriate

76

17. i(06C U UM) ii(cou n um) . 8 6

A. appropriate P. sot appropriate

.18

22 24 26

. 04

:Mt
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Direetioos:

In this section there say be mil l gel

correct answer. Read each question awn d

blacken the appropriate sp140 or spaces to
11alty the correct simmer or answers. e

18. Which of the following nuneretime concepts
should person &ere before. he can understand
regroupingin addition mut subtraction?

A. ccenting up to three' place numbers

D. plum value
C. digits
D..tddends and subtrehands
I. daunting by tens

19. A sixth-grade teacher mould have her class
develop a sieve of Erethethenes primarily
in order to help the pupils to

=flu=

A. underetand the evolution of place value

D. grasp the significanoe of cumber characteristic
C. develop an easier war to factor number'

D.' distend= which numbers are prime numbers

I. realise the mane of tens as base of our

number erste

.

Show a step-by-step solution on twentr-bead
abacus for the problem 65 4. 5 . (Step one

is done for -yon. Dree.in the beads far naps

laid 3.)

< y .10

.88

asar1 as] .13

U < .03, feet me inireriee diffuseness.

Correlative

1

68

CaOu f
!itenlio

Appendix S
lastissottias frolics Solving Test

Items sod Item Isatistied

(Yowl)

Item

1. A car snub thanes 31.73 for a wash but
reduces prices in relation to the'emount
of gasoline purchased. .

amount

cost

0-7.9. 8-9.9
gal gal

81.75 $1. 38

10.11.9

P./

$1.26

12-14.,9
gal

$1.16

15 gel
to fill

$.98

If you buy 10.7 gallons of gas it the car
web at a price of 65,9 cents per gallon
and you also have your car washed; what '

is the total cost?. .

A 17-element set has 131072 subsets. How

many of these subset* contain 9 or sore

elements?

3. Vow, misty distinct three-digit numbers can 1

be represente¢yith only the numerals 1,

2, and 3? (Artnaseral may be used more than

once in any given representation.)

4.. rind the smallest (a) square (b) cube which"
has 180 as factor. Explain your reasoning.
In the,same:using 1440 as a factor.

CPA

A tali:limos is A whole number which reads the
same -forwards is backwards. For example,

131, 2532, 34,743 are palindromes.

A. Haymn). 2-digit palindromes are there?

mailer greater than 1 is

factor of every 4-digit palindrome?
Prove your =ewer.

6. rind the smallest rational. number which when

dielemd by y , 12 , and .1.3 yields a whole

number as the quotient *each case.

Difficulty is percentage of subjects.eho
b Correlation between Item and (Test - Item

See Appendix 1.,

In your clamp of 11 students, on a recent
20 point quit, thweverage Was 13.
Otfortunetaly you. misplaced Joan's paper.
The remaining'10 scores were 12, 18., 3, 17,
11, 19, 10, 15, 14, 6. What yes Joan's

score?

8.. Has many idiale cumbers leis then or
equal to 30 have either 2 or 3 as a
factor? Uplifts your meaning.

V. Now many-whole timbers less than or
equal to 900 hove either 3 or 5 as a
factor? trplain your reasoning.

9. It takes 867 digits to number the pages
of whack. (Page 9 uses one digit, page
37 uses two digits, etc.)

.. A. End um' pages are there, is the book?

D. Hew many'times does the digit 5 appear?'

10. What is the smallest integer greater than
1 which is simultaneously --

A. A square and cube

I. A square, a:cubs, and% fifth power?

It is rufficispt te-flod the prism .

factorisation (maims exponentim/ natation)
for this Latagmr.

Group

Difficulty Corr..2stlonb Cootorison

.30 -33

.21

.a- .

this iteuwrong.

P.

PAC

CPA-

ACV

P.32

.26

.29

ACV



Appereliz .

Concepta, Methods, and Prolate. Solving Test Statiatics
' Year 1)

69

Problem

9.8016.1
netnede Solving'

Rinker of Steam. .36
20 10

Noxinat Score
44 .

:21. mo

moan Soon' .

33.1 13.9
40.0

Stardard Deviation 5.90 ''' "1.
2.44

401211644;°.

Average Difficulty
.60 .

(percentage wrong)-.

Average Item To
(total minus item) Corrtlation

Latetoral Consistsnoy aellabLlity
.42

(Cbronbacli' 1% )

. 2 3 .27

Apposes V, .

'Scheffi Multiple Comparisons. of Ildvirlate Difforsocsa
.formen Pilot Oroupe On Post Test Criteria

(Year 1) .

Concepts (P c 0.001 on univeriate test)
r.. kl.

Costar/son Mean =famous 41/:,,,,,, .., Result

Pilot A - Pilot 8 *6.44 4.36 .p.O 0.01

: PiloisA Pilot.0 i -3.76 2.33 .PC0,1

`Pilot It:'-'111ot C 2.68 1.69 62

C B (i.,,,...xa....).A
L...; ..

(ijaati 1 P < b . 095 Fri:wave:tato cast)
--7-----

. . Comptrimen : , Minn Difference
/.P'

Result

-Pilot A - Pilot I . 0.80 1.22,

Pilot A - pilot C 1.38 . '2.20 ,. P <0.1'

Pilot 8 --pilovC 0.78- 1.10 MD

Appendix U
Proqwsney'Distributiescby Pilot* on CoicaPts,

..1,
Metiois, and Problem 561,r1ng Test.

(Year 1)
froveuscy Distribution by Pilots on Mothenatics Coaceptalest

Helot 20

22-23

.24-25'

26-27

28-29

30-11

32.33

36-33

36-37

. 33.39 .

40.4/

Pilot A 8 Pilot ,C

1 1 0

3 0 2

3 0 t 0

7 0 0

3 1

5

4

1

1

0

2

1

3

7

9

4 5 10

2. 6 - 12

1 64

0 3

.

Frequency Distributions by'Pilote on the Methods of Teaching Mathematics Test

Pilot A

1

10
31,

4

11 i 1 5

12
9

13 1 3 6

6 3
13

17 7 3 9

2 6 11

17 . ' 3 3 1 1

3.8
r .0 0

19 1 ,

Pilot 8 Pilot C Total

A
16

V it try. Setoffs contrast for motoring means and
Af is the square root of

too variance of.the contrast (enusiarl error
of the contrast is in Clams pp. 338-389.

1979)

1

PrequenelDistribution by Pilots on the Mathenatics 'Problem Solving feet'

Pilot A 2114t 3 Pilot C Total

. .

Appendix w
felqm 10, 0 2 1

Intercarrelations of *cadmic Ability fichgrourd Variables

with Criterion Variables
10-14 2 0 0

'(Year 1)
t...,,,

15-19.

Concepts Methods Prob. Solv.

Criterion ' Criterion Criterion 20-24 ..

Math Pretest
.39ene 27 43»e 25-29 . .'

(83) (83) ' (83)
30-34

CPA .

.4... .11 .2.1.

(83) (83) (83) .35-39

[spotted-
.ce .23 1.0-.44

M105 Orade (82)

.

7 (82) (82) 45-49

° Uwe col .10 .14

nag Grade (82) ( B2 ) (821 ,

50-V!

Wines .
.,39 .10

51-59

. nein Retied (83) (83) (83).
60-67.

Tsars bf R.S.
.313.. ,;07 ...it.

(82) (82) (827 Above 64-

Are. 3.s.,
. 2.5 .1e,

nab Credo (62) ie.) s (82)

tp < .05 ..0 e .01 . ...p

Mutter io ParentliIniicate Small. lints.

Actual scars me 82

O 3

1 0 .
0 1.

2 4 0

5. .0

2 8
13

3 2 1.
6 1 5 12

2 3 6

3 2

2 3

O 1 0

r
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1.0.11.
laftneen1.01.01 Owe ...w. 4Pftstlft.4 arol

.---...7------I1talltIk21X---...-.. AWL*. (401.00 r

Tweaw..., 1.00.1. MOIDOILY, twewldwg Intel, fl.....,,
O.0. .attes leat..01. II.. 1. 1001 Matbsoftll. 0010.11.

NIL..
11.. Set. 30.01 CAM Ift.t.lo

CS114www.
.

Ms.. Ml LA no

,(Year 1) .

M.Mq .%1
IV)

how". [i.e. 7,
me. nose.. .. 1st)

11..
Cftfble. (We

.ce .ce
(Oil (81 1

ionr..Itc .rr. .0)
el 1 (751 (7)) (7 )1

14e.1.4 .750 . .%) AI*.
ftft..710. 170) w 1751 (47 (7» 175)
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Attitude:
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.

Awandis Y

Raw aad Adjusted highs
for Attitude Piet best-Seoces by Pilot Croup.

(Year 1)
Pilot

n .27 ll'ii.9

Appendix 33B
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(.8575)
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(1) (r)

175) (r..) (75)
s

.0)
475) (rl
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Mathematics .

Teaching
Mathematics

Teaciang-
glemestary
Sebool '

Mathematics

Elementary"
School .

Children

.

..75) (83)

,-;;;

.Appendix AS,

Syllabia for llithoMmitics Concepts enures.
(Year 2)

.

Counting techniques including Pesrel's Triangle

Simms, factoring, diisibtlity

Ratiotutl mothers end theirarithectle

Probability

Decimals

Ratios, rata,percent'

Oeomefric figures

'1406

One-to-one correspanaance.

Numeration

Whole number arithmetic

Weniurement at lengths, aisles, areas, volumes

Geometric ttsnaformations

'n A.

B
Background Varisbla Means and Standard

Deviationa by Grotty

111AW
1.11-1 7/.247

7ADJ

(Year 2)

32.68 32.690 3341 32.94 32.74 32.76

35,/6 35.54 34.93. 34.37 34.74 33.03

35.00 . 3 }.00 36-47 - 3y :211

31.72 30.70 '31.1/ 32.42. 32.7!

atte adjusted asses are tfie pbst attitude
scale scores eith the variance due to' initial

differences on the two pre test attitude scales reftooed.

Apvendia)1
Multivariate Krmlysia of Covariance for Atticule

3core Differences Swag Pilot Groups
(Year 1)

Multiyeriat. (4 detetdent variables).

Dnivriste Variables.

Attitude Poet. Tests:

Mathematics '

Teaching mathematics

Tiaching tlasentarf
Scamol Childrem

1.1e52 13.1-3

illessansary Whoa
1.369 . 9.781: 0.281

r(8, 126):

riz, 66) '. udD

0.023 0.316
.

1.1e1, 2 7-7,1 0.2a

Variable x SD

Class &Landing . 1.74 0.68

astb 2.87 1. oos

Expected
11105 Oradea

College With
%tinge

P <
4Z2

0

0.2(.1

Participation
in

we
Agar

Tears of

Merv* A. t9.

th Grade°

/44,10 PYaal
103.93 14.89

Bcore

3:35 .66

2.72 L 34

1.21. 0.41'

1.93 0.26

0.32

, 84 0.96

2:97 0.69

.

a 1Preshman, 2.Sophomore, 3.Juaior, Lt Senior

b 16.A, 33, 2C, 1.0, 0.3

c Range 1 tiro 9, 9.onst advanced courses

d 1 Yea, 2-160 .

e .1 Male, 2 Penal.

f 1 Ui?-6.r PI. 302146. 3.25-10, 1..Abov.30

69

7 3D

1.99i .0.76.

3,p5 : 1.03

3.3P 0.62,

1.07 '1.48

l.af 0.

1.32

0.28

0.78

2.38 0.96

3.04 0.75

117.61 16.36

I
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Winter 17(A

*cations 26-40 5 points each .

In this Section choose ono answer for each question:

1.. Is it equals-

InACtgetor
.1t)c,Mel Let ion usy

Z. None of the above

2. The least common multiple of :36 and ik is

A. ICA .

B.
C. 42

D. 2

K. Mona of the above

3. al hich of the fallowing are prism number..?

A.' only 7 and 91
11. only 7, 57'and 91
C. only 7, 9, 91
D. only 7

4. 411 ofthe numbers are Tame

4. 'Ubich'nuarral uamen the number repreneutod in L.1177',141.?

.i211

Lend.

2
A. P.12P17i

I.

S. Mono, of the above

Time

7, 9, 5%91

I

r.

5. Round the-decimal 231.7636C to the nearest hundredth.

A. 200
B. 731
C. 231.77
D, 231.761

.
S.' ?one of the above

=7(3 r 5' r 7 . 3 . 5 . 72) .

A. ,3 a 4 x 7

B. 2x3x5x7x11 ,

C. 2
2 2 .7 2

.

D. 1

!k. 22. . 32.. )3 .73 x11

11

tlounandthe
f3

c4e

7.. Which arrangement of the following is in ordir from smalkest to largest?

A. .6, .61, :61.1, .601
B. '.601, .6; .61, .6Il
C. -.611, .61, .6, .6170.

D. .6, .601, .61.611'
K. 'Mane of the above

t

B. A beg contains 3-blue Asarbles 2 greericeea, and 5 red ones. .A garble is selected at
random. Whitt is. the probability, it is green?

A. if)

B. 1/3
C. 1/4
D. 1/10
I. Woos of the above

.

for all whole members a,li,cy szad#11

. A. ti

8c

e
.

- ..fab

K. Boni or the abOve

0), the one I is

Which or the following statcronts,can always be used to-describe theleast ecemt

tiple of two counting atoberm?

The Lout canon matipla is -- .

. A. the product of the tvo numbers. c.4
B. the product of the faetors.Of both =kers.
C. 'the sum of the factors of the two numbers. ..

D. the largest counting number divisible by each of the two ruabers.

K. .
the smellest counting number divisible by each of,the two numbers.

U. Which of the following is always a correcvstatexentabout division? (e.b,c sr.

A. a .(g c) 2 (a.. b) . (a + el
Ft. a a (6 -.c) . (a + b) - (a + c)
v. (a . .:la . r) + (b + el

Lo 1.1 + c.. (a r. v) (b + c): .

M...re than VII of tl.:s0

12. how many faCtors does the.number 2
2 x 33 x 52 _have?

B. 12
C. .23

D. 36 . . -

Ea's. of the above

13. Which remponie best describes the statement "For,all rational numbers ..b.c,

A.

C.

D.

K.

a a (h.. c) ..:(a x c) ( (h a c)°2

This is a sme statement known as the distributive law of multiplicatlen
This 'is a true,ntotesmatt. related to the associative law.

,2his is a tribe statement aoshiciaetbst Usocistivy sad distributive Imes.
'Ihis is a tom Statement Illaatrat.iag tie ceMorilation property. '.

inisiis not true eteraseset.

.
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.

i.
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14. litrithMierese.beet describes the alpmeidoli "D r Ce?
,te emeetions 26-30 there may. be more thse4rodi; aci-riti miser. bls.-k !i1 appropriate responses..' o ,

A.. It'ii'amir4.4 to be 1. . ... ,it6. to rick at the fallowing mare ef.caTmtleig*Ambers Si the first -eiltry prise sod the sered

'N. It Is defined to be 0. . , Mary or traits? , .

C. 'It is undefined' brawn 0 x 7 . 0 tas mini solutions. :

D. It is undefined beCiuse 0 x X . 0..-hee no solution. 'S
A. 7',.101.
I. ' /

X. I; 11 defined differeatli in different number eysteas.
'' .31, 87

, .

C. 1, 20
o... 7 .

13. . bkich of the following rational curers, or to written es terminative (Suite) deeimalay , . D 41. 51
7 :I

11. 12, 61

B 1.1 25 ' FB ' rf . , 27: , Ithich of the following are feeler squire!?
A. 'awl, ly , , c).3. .,;. &.

7'; .
, 16.1.6x_,55x4 x3 x2 sl .°

only Zy and t113- i..... 2.; 23 x 5
' 4 1

only 'i. and, A ,
C. 23 x 33 "5 . .

..

D.. 92 M 24 ; .51.

.
-...only and RI

t ; All of the manors satisfy the condition".:, 28.. hed..1, or Llo. roihrsium, repropoitl. recta lehich aro 1. rtkp *for the .nr1Uu...Lle or ..,tonni,
-

In n horse race, I decide te'tet on twpjo;ses horse A and bore* B. If horse A hes -,-,.,
arbors but jai for whale numbers? .

. shinty 1/6 of winning and three p has ,protability 1/40ier winning,, what Is the. er A. There la an additive identity, i.e.,. zero.

that either bora. A or bore* It wine? (Jo ties allowed): B. Every nonzero number has multiplicative inverse .(reciyrocal)..

0A. 1/24
B. 4/6
C.. 2/10
D. 7/24

Ce Ereryaimsebeitritat; en iwidit vieinver. la (opposite). ,

o
Divilion can be carried out whenever the divisor is 1i 0.

. 9 is factor of X and 12 is factor. of 11. ricir of. the following mist also .be factefila

I. .3/12 .. . of X?

17. A child decides that the best way to. add fractions would he 'i fl . t-',:=i . MUSA of
the following bout describes the reason be should be &leo:Wed. . ^ B. 3r

. . C C. 108
A. ' That is not the way it is done. B.

a. TIII a orl. or oporation doesn't slimly to srm Syria AttesLion.. E. 6 ,
e. Thin erthod would be too easy. - .7 , c '..
n. niff,rent rwpreuentaLion of the rational :hater i and -*lob, reactions, would load to ,-, 30. "Ccortalp,number, iii.itten bate 30, has ass or digits36 and Oast dlisit of '0' :' Dam.:

difforetit sum. knows that which, of the foliation Sr. factor'?
a ' Val have to get common denominator before you can add. .--

"A. C.

18. k rectangle has 4 w lines of yeestry/ ,
ca '''

A'. ')..1.ways'onlje 1. .o. ' i
I t always only 2' '

.C. always only 4 '.- .
D. sometimes 2, sortie. 4

4 ' .. 2

L.410OtiRall .;,, imonete. .2 '` -; , midetion. !'

13'

dtic. .1 13,6
L 90 . .

Directions: ArlIver the ittlOwf.ng quasttons. Sh2ne your- -voile JO

19.0 Whrch arraiimaint of the rollowln; fractioo4 S. in earner from smallest to largest? 31. Given the seventh row of faseale a trim*..

-13.26* ° *

A. Writu the Stn row o

11 9 8

'9 9 :P
`s d 9

9 y
rEi Tv TIP- ett? ,

0 a

''0

the apace provided belo b each
_ ,

Coeinde the amber of wan :if Oboosisi Gels pereoas fmcmagreup of
people."

e p

20. A, Se4 contains, 6 red ships anik..5 bluetbieh.tpe. Tato ohltrosri &IND in nunnarildfinir On. ' 32. rrove or disprove the follaring statement. If ,. Std °. factor of a then .2.
.

.

ti 1, (without reploceasert): Mit is. probability ripe the factor of 6a. : 1t, °
,

15 ''')'=1'

5) a .1 - o ..

. 2
,...

.". II
33. 41,:e7, or disprove the fonowlag state:ant. If y to prize factor of b c then y

.' ir-;`1,.. '''

0
is facto:leg! to or p is factor of. Vie.

D. a lee ..- ., .
e

. .

,A'9 X. Nose ditraga '

0

o ,* '.. 3h List all of the eloper:its which haw matiplicative Inverses on the clock with '18 Mr-be

21. .' 1.08 .1101 .

4
_7,t,-,3, , , .

.

7. 41.1'

, ,. ,

.

' e.

-:,

A. .75
.725
7.5 . .... ., r 1 .

33. A.. Coseputi the greatest meson' factor of . 938, and ,1162.

i. 70.5
..

-
. ,,

a P'tv.r.... , Per which of the,following could A-1"iirit' betne Liege of A PDX?. ' ., .."-. ...."--- cm-B-1162 to lowest term.. '

(11.,,Cci end 8 lire al'ong the same lioe)% . . :

0 '
a ., '''

A. slide
, -..,'*ti

I. tee inches 0, , ..,
C. turn .

,' e
,. 36 A serlitant, buys product ser, then sells it for vi, nf .iiinc Pe 1 oe CF o,1°- , t11(

Q. a flip artlot,...tai, 11 j, j. ..,..il .
e.206,profit. on his original investment. What was. the original.euet of ... pr91...., ,

a flip
I ."I

' 37. Ca is clock with 34 maid. , find the cabers representing s

. 47/5 A. 118 - '1. - A.

0
1..f.

t. 42/i
D. 21./2 ! B. -13 -
E. . roar be determined

,
. the 'multiplicative-inverse (reciprocal) of 23

- r
24, Olean /ADC end 017 with At . 8, AC . 7'.% .1C . .14.7, re . 8, 07 . 7:5, ef ., 14.7 and.

manure of suite n 000&I to 56'... Mari the sossuz? Of snjl. II
A. 56 - - :4 . , .

, o

-te. roes the set (1,3.4,5,6,7,8,9,...) with tilt: usual matiplication or counting mamba re'
n S. /71.'

-, ,.

. ,., rural. unlolue'factorisationt Justify you reoponse.
.

,

e : ,
I. Caenot be deternthed 9

. "

0 ,0 r - - .
emix,,ca ..121(r ??...iL 35.. _rind patio! orders rose LCM is 300 and whose GC? is -;18 (or Aztrys that ;Air.

7:r. Which at the following pair* it es are
q
Al' i .--._,_

.. ., pot poseible.)
,

...- b. II ' '...--"1/4 11) .,2e;.t.`" "--..' ..Allalitkii.- . . o l'' 1

r - .C. III
D. IV .3.1>....". ..2i............1,... eii;
I. are of the air* -:;,.. . i 'ITO . awl Aereel district vita 6000 stener by a tearer to pupil -ratio of 1;,30. wow frig

H' - tesebege need to hired to adder tomeger to pupil- retlo`or ia-,T i

IF
'qv)

.- SI. ',,

_.,
...

?' !
ll s

4



-7s i4peogix 4 ...,

. , , , tenni 21 ° .

decal Dyin."'
. ,

Mask 1°6 °
''.''

.3PsiDd 1918. ,

. ...

. oincepts (3 i0.06 Instructor(*)
.

..
,

. . .

this
.

You Mee 53 sinntoS,Tor h 10 its& east, Wyk ready. The sue. worth 100.vints '

. ..--- .

1 es indicated: . r

',art 2 (63 points) 64006. UN .ons bast i'lliiier.
.

,..
Group , ..:.

. ..

i. Which Metre:: okras the nachos ropponontsd in,.tho chart?

D. 3,103. - '

C. 32,103 ; . "i ! 2
Zr

c4.1.u.... a latd6n1', porisonc

. .

..
!10

a ,

,, Z.' leans of the 'Less,.

.ibnisratios pame:pi..;ftst nor noik, tistPis and °font etatAstins "

&Max of Stew

Possible Bo Ore

&MOM of Bobjeotn

MasW

;Landord MiristiOn:,

. Average Item + total Corralakian

imgria Difficulty

Doms1bSeci

v 2. The DO3100sin6 Let. paa non4epty subaft0

DD

Mans and Standard Neviations of Attitude Solis.
br Group (34.g 21'

`6%.
army X . - Group T
nr6d 0.69

T

. Bre' ..1.96, 31.46 N.4,,fflr

sae 31.41 11-23 3?:57 1.49
Pere 31.52 4.21 32.48 '3.51

3

.

Tea:Ming Mathematic;

ToMbing Beibool

ilmentsrf BdMel.
'

Pro ,. 2.81
Kid . 34.48 .2.43
Pose 34,38 2.49

Pro. 15.65 343
Mid 35.1? 3.13

Pat ° 35.00 ,338

34.25 3.44
34.88 2474
35:44 2.26

36.81 ' 2.66.
36.011 3.24
36.65 2.m

Pty '\ .31.56. '351 dr33.56 3.08

Mid',: 31.02 34.6 31.68' 3.09

Fort" 31.61 -3.47 32.19 .2.76

0

Pro, TPietoot, givan et the comimion at Wint:i.G10rtor ;

Mid Midteet, given duriag,pbe3th men of Op5I4g Quarter

P.011
Posttest, down adids at tnoac.4.C.Innion of airing Quarior

,Tret
..0k. 0

Mhativeriate
for Pretest Attitude Soares (Year -2)e

nultivariaria 1(4,132) -
1:95 0.161

Ainivoriat. ' !(1,135).. .p

liatbeeaties o . 2.66' 58 :06 0.105
'Medan' *Lk. 8.21' 1.08 0.07,-

Tfmesstas_12... 4.36 43.45 . 0.039
TkildrOn '

21. Ikaoal'Cliildren a 0.00 q ' 0.00

IL 12
C. 13
D. t24
E. gone of these

e..

3. Which response best describe's the expression "0 + 0" t .

. A: /t1.3 defihed to be 1. -' "
B. It is defined to be' O.
C. It ill, undefined because 0 0 T Q, Ms nary' solntions.

. D. It isr.ndefined x . 0 has no solution,
It is adiazta di.tr uelitterent. systems.

The associatIvi,prOperty for aldition of counting-numbers is eonssquenesi of
whichort following for nay choice of sets S and '2 (and; R)

, Imo,

Z. x,(T g)
B sqlx...rns
C. sxT.Txs °
D. (SOT) U LI (2 UR)
E. (5 X 1) x 'matches S x -(2' x R)

5. In the.1 problem im3wo,

A. 1O2-

C.' , 23q..

Z. Dons of the above.

one =1st "tarry",2 . What, is the

25:
126

X 29

a-AT 522

.28 .44

Difficulty Ss . -tyo ad.sui4mta who eot this' item sreing.
b 'Corrilatim been hen and (Toot -

. .

6, In mini the usual vnb4gooltdon Chinsithe to cannot. 496 = 126 w ragroup
sea emaiday 496- is

17

e:

. a 17
A: 4 tans 9 buoiroiscomd 6 01011 .

D: 3 hundred. 19 tend end 6 0.6411 : ,

C. 4 hundreds ;-_-8.-tens and' 16 ones

Q. 4 litndredt '19 'tins' and 3 ones
E.

1
None ,of then6oro.

'-J'

The bani:four ,ousaral for, the amber of letters in tbe 'English .iphaoe't is

A'''. 13?fair
B, 322our.-

'. C.

IL- 112

T2 sins .ontho above. .

0 .29

a: leacit, of the fialowing 1S ISst11 in order. snal-est to largsst.

A., 6 + 2, 6 4-A3, 6 4.-1, 6' +' -2, -6 + -3'
B. 6 + -1, 6,4-12, -6 + -3, 6 6 + 3 .

C. -6 + -1, 6 : 3, 6 2

A.
4. 26 + -1,e6 m6 4,- -6 ++ -1

A. Moos Of'

-3 I6 (-8)). *.r,

Al 64 30
C. 6

2.' Moor of the MTS..
. .

10. In sadst.34As is thi addition proelift

11, 8 '
.°6

D. 101 7

2. Nod of the above:,

2.32

52 ,bling '"crk""
' DC'' :06

,.., .
11. It '',1,.. is let with -6 al meta and fli it set slth 7 elements, then

ir Cr U CL) i

. IL-..-. . sipmas 1
I. . squat 0
C. equals 7

' 13..., Impala' ly
' , r 2. . Cart be determined.



Msft 106 -. Hsul itfa.

12. The figure shorn baa the following 'symmetries:

A. 2 turn symmetries only
D. 2 turn symmetries and only 1 ailpsymastry'

.t. C.' 2 nip symmetries and at least 1 three symeetrt

D. Aonly.i tunagymmetry, air 1 flip symeetry,
14put. -lede armlet*

A

racafermotions of the Oacrrdinste piths where 90°
tXdtation) and. g is flipfrefleation) in the.line.

(0,5)1 Then :1 0'f (1,2) a'

4(7

.0)

,1;
D.

. 'Some of:the above.

7
.14-, ktriangle is placed on'a seaboard as shovn. Which of. the following shove the

seaboard after it bas been rotated, 9CP :Dnunter.clOchviae,about point A ?

xy

.28 .

...
.

11'
C.

9 . ,
15. If tbe.iesge of the point (1,2) under slide is (3,1), vhat.is the image

l' of (1,1) underthstm3lde7, . .

.07

D.

. NOM of
these. "

A. (3,3)
D. (3,2)
C. (3,0)

0. (3,1)
R. (1,3)

.16
c.).

0

5

t.

14 *bg Perimeter of the tjgdra to the right is exactly

C. Djg

.20

17. hof.. figure in the previous problra is eisctlY

r .

4f.'^'109

C. ',42

D. o 46:5e

L. 56.13

o ld: Censers thn areas of thes4lanslthf
.

'

.

A. the area'of A is greater-than the arei.of B.
S. the area,cf 2 is greater than the area of Al

C. Abe &rearm!' A and B are equal. .'
.

D. the'sreasof A. and 2 are %Woolen.

4!,:' 4.
.

pone of the above.
..

Had the area of(he'displayth penteson.1

A. 5

1. 6 -
C. 7 7

4. a. lb

' ;
. . .

20.'ur persons have volunteered for president of 61 Carden Cleand three have
volunteered for secretary. The nominating committee :till Choose 2 for each office
to-put an a ballet.. In nay many veys may the'committee select the four canaidates!

ordering of,numee on th ballot is imieterial.Y.

A. 9 t .41

D. 72

01.

.

s.

:13 y2
. ,



Katt 144-finelf.ram Nip 5

75

Group
Carte- Oampar.

AIL Atha Liu_

21. It an ,operation a b- is defined On the whale numbers by 11. tv. b'(foi example,

3 5 . 3) than the operation.

4Sh
A. lqrmoter ealmusistve
I. v. commusastv.. but not.essociatire '

C. is associative but swot commutative

D. lezwilther..sommaative nor aseociative

., S. McRae of the above.

J

.1.1tirt,IE,(22.1y.Ws) Thartney,be more than one torso animus:

. aLl correct answer-1i. .

22. pi eanglistoit.in one -tepee oorrespinde

A. (2, 8, .)

I. the ser2df positive odd'rritzerli leasi than 302,
C. . . .3, -2 .

D. (0, 1, 2, 3,
.

23. Air the sereante ' .
which are true

A. Tbe stte.points in II "wok. or point! in

2. The set oi points in 4 Eaton's propes4rubiit of the points.in'

c. The set of pointy in n matches %proper cubist pf tapoints in 12.

2. Aa la congruent to hi. .03 .07

The lAntly. AD u wz..tair than the lesion of 5. ,12

4.

'1411,
.SS .P6

F.

.47.
07'
.YX

TX
.e

.69 .i.6

. -..
2t..Whica of the following describe ova it n sad A are (Mounting (WW1') MINIX%

,

,w1th i
A. a . N(A ..D). where 3(A) a, 3(5) . 14, and 3 c:S. .

. .

-.13 .30 XY
.

.

.

.

, C. n,- ile: ill LW. counting (whole) number t. satisfying tto. n:' .11 .,26'133..'. n - 2(C n D) where N(C).. n, N(D) .m. and C n D Ili ,
.16° .05

D. n - m . 3(3 U.S.U.T) were R, .2, Y. 're' disjoint lets and .0l . .23

8(2) - 2(s) . (7) - A. , .

, (71C4:44)

3. NOM of the above. . .'

4Z3M,' .

25. gs the net of Man integers (. . . .6; .1, 4; 0,. 2, 1, 6, ...) the

operation x (multiplication)

.A. is'asaociative.
.

:. . .ce .h... YX

.0. hob multiplicative Lipptity .

D.'' satisfies the oessoelietioe property .

4'...,,,.....3 '...3.1 gC..!.. has multiplicative :iverses ror exCh moa-sero member

,

.

. -: .

.
.

. .
. .

.. 46,11ben working with only counting.(Waple) numbers, which of the 101.10411 rUL M. Oorre. *cup
disoribe . q +

.

.

.

.

. .

SnlIX 'llttioo gm..

A. p + is the countiag'(whole) number t satisfying q x t . p. .10 .03

2. p + q the vointieg:(ehole). gumbos t, satisfying 0. x t - q. 01

C. p + q i the Muobef of nesbort in each sot occurringwhen a set with .25. :39: 27

p _members is subdivid.4,into q matching subsets. '

: (p4.0g2) 4

D. p. '- q is the aqmber of disjoint sets zilch with q members whoa. .57 .11 XX
. --

union is. set gith p members. . . , .

.

S. p + q is the exact number of times', q not be tubtricted from p. to .18 ..20. '. XY

oeuin 0.,
.

(IK:Ocu.).

CoMeepta Teat Statistics

(Year 2)

'Umber of Items

Rbeeible Score

labor-of Subjects

Memo

StangardPrviatiosui

R.,11101 1tem - Total Correlation

,,111111 Dirficelty

Internaltionsistemay

.

TX.

-pert 1/E (15 points)

q :. clad' product in bail
43five'X pm,.

Appendix GO
Mathematics Methods feet IgPme.. Item Statistical,

and Taut Otfttintlel.

(Yaw 2)
.

z

16

9,

i16

69.9'

9.38,

.0.1T

0.25

°RIO 8XATX uprflusrry

DSC ,501
Spring. 117g
fleet !mom

V

o

Your Mime, -

tmetructor's'alme:

,,(plasee print)

Lilt Mrs. proyerttel enicis'bold for: both tbe-intagere and U41 rational

numbers. ,

73.

Ulm ems. essy.Lselude ammo eumetiame release to cerise which
pee sew hems had little Rai empartames with ia IDOC.202 this

of tdese.(integlirm or rational nunters),'
smarter. De met 'OM dwelt theme emistiimme. Anwar tire if

b. {Late oCapropeOty with bolds for One
but not'tb. other. Be rped121c.

29. a. Tell whether the hallowing stateiept,is true Or false z

'If a, t, end r jar. integers Vitt!' s < t and t < r, thelf s < r.'

""v

En. fond your ,o4vor to pert
.

SO. U114 piste defin1tions'ibm that 3 a T.

.03

.22 ,27 RS
(p<-.001)

Q..

pen ema indite em to the !mar pastime.

0



76

2g13111.121211b+ 1=110r0e,

(Eisele the letter *Wish reombeemta the
bees esepomm to 4modi timid

1. Whisk Of the tollawing prehlem6 would be
dm bees ems S. espja dvelopfieg

the arrow ides ammItipliericiem?

Dow meow 4-digit lissome plates (am be mode using the .uumerols

0 axis fr

L.: A osicket jumps 3 feat Lea tine It lumps. If it jumps 6 tisss.

boo Cot dose it trawl?

C. 'fished 4 alferaet relowed ehirt end 3 tiliareat selared Use.

Imo =my diftermat smalls its poeSiblel

D. 16o irk will It omit Short& to bat thus alaiin that ors

44 math?

R. Dim limy coins will An need to till a page that ham

amovegoeed four calumet

A.

COWS

.13

2. Is Wotan, oddities of ems -digit umbers we .me the types, al esti:Atlas

listed below:

(a) astir/tits slims ammiiiilative ustrials.

(b) grittas drill =basis goats
(e) "Wettsbotts on angles Ore illuotrated

Which of the following segoesses ladiastds the ingot La which each type,

of &Kielty should b. mphasined?

A.

S.

C.

D.

r.

o

a e b

b ..e

b.

h

.12 .32

xr
(F.01()

7.

on (to 411) ( 0 0 ) z

The quality that oakascard 1 a batter choice than card"2 for.use in
illustrating ordinal number commits in:

,bitticulti Correlation

A. There are more fish than balls.
S. The fish have ClAir direction rbliathe balls do not.
C. The fish are c early flab, but the bails could be perceived' 4

'as ambles. to. or other objects-
D. Childrea re. better to pictutes or than to

..'picture. of Amato objects.
C. Tbe fish abstract than thOtalls.

,57 .38 . Xi

S. Vbich sequence of problems would be bestfor tucking addition to
(px.CC1)

first grades*?

7

211 + ±11. . 21. 2.11 . 11.

3 12 '7 31 26 14 .

3 7 12 L4 26 31

. . t:1,1 . at . ±-2

D. 3 . 7 .12 .31 26 14

L. 3 7 er. 31 l4 14

Gr P

A.

S. In Ault ardor should the following materials
gemeislly be used to tucking.

'. plata value? ,
A. a , b . o

. (s) Diem. Miltilmee.blooks .

(b) Abacus 1. . o ; b

(o) Popsicle sticks
C. b

D. , b

1. b

Difficult? is peroestago of subleets who got this Item wrong.

b Correlation between Item and (Test It..).

o SW. Apgendie 1, .

4. A mamma*. for taireitimg operatiame (+ mod -) om Slagle digit members

Lootuse bolos. lagloste the point Ladd., Segermas Mere problema

Ilk. 3 + L_J 7 :veld first 40mr

Sawing, for lava=
'Dterloulty

. 1 04 t -

A. (here)

2+ 3 +CI ' 3+ 4 3 o

1. (hen)

2 1 .0.

C. Omni.

4

D. (hm)

6

R. (bore)

7 ?

3 ...71+ 3 -

,

II. Which tumoral boat describes the t of Dienes',
block, shorn on the right attar a possibletradse
are completed? ,

A. 'I226four

26°6
four

Correlation

S. Whieb of the follosiaS mod. for 'fiords the most .

aatuvel illuseratil of the! tire property of multiplication?.

.4. temmted addition
S.. Amber line
C. Stacks of blochs

, D. Area model (sreph mot)
S. LLOSS 11144SUTOMMIt

.

G.

O 0
0 0
O 0

:;

400k,00510 toll each state as objictive of this alementiry mathematics

progrec.
for each objective /odium. the grade level for which it fa moat..74,

44"Prasts' Difficulty Correlation :.,,e0moarianui

1(4 ty to multiplyl- 4411'3-digit mot by 2-digit umbers.

3 x = 12 .. .21

The aboveidisgram sogswits as appropriate way to introduce which
of the felleriag: +.,

.

-

,....

A. he "missimpfacter" approach is division
PS. The "repeated addition" 'mooch to multiplication,
.c. That multiplisaties is ammetatimi
D. That oulisipliamtima'im diatrilmeive ever oddities
I. lees et the awe

Colpute with decIpal fractions.

A. 2

3
C.', 4

D. 4
1. 6

Croupyoblects-t o illustrate 2 + (3.4) - (2+3) + 4.

A. 2
1. .3
C. 4

D. 3

L 6

Several children in your class (grade 1) have problems Jith eurtsration

and addition. Sommer, you fool you moot move on to subtraction of ono-

.4 digit numbers. Which of chi tailoring children do you irect will have

the meet basic trouble understanding oubtracilsol

A. Any who confusse 3 and C. .47 . .28 < . XI

gs.. silly who doesn't tamer.. number.
C.' Carol rbo is rook on.her basic addition.fects.
D. Debra who piles beck Co 1 when ached to "count on."

h' C. Lid& who doesn't concentrate end makes all kinds of 'errors

,
Neat anover would you !mete Judy to goJ'for .(Dif the

' 7 21

error pattern of her previous work looked
lika this:

.13

1"1

'i+i-d+d-L4 II.

A. D.

4+-1- 4÷-1-1

yte

U,

s.
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Qewap
21ftievlLa Vouyulatt00 .ia00

0

Group

- Dtf?ttuity Corr.i.ti Conrwrl.on

1.3. Wb oshod ZOOS. P OS °CISI *.n.i .5 23. VOIth of the fo11.tag beat daacrihea the aI*han.tico cantsnL'of, .

'Of fsUtaj vtLA 1. bell ff.$ isi,seas yin saud
.cbiu,t t.atal

Pra.k1 . A. g at. atia&gbt cutat1n. that, at. a v quaariona

& '?r ________ _________
so aistaOS1 of ccon.pta.

I v..1 114 1. t wo althou th. sor va4 ;::....
*ht c& n -- a

C. ?rk so wa 0lss that oeyl
C U1U*&OS Proh4ina oust of the tootaacaf,

I 'Prn.h so ,ou tiduc. that way?
U I toe, 00 evtatto0 0000apta sad word probi.us dr. oil $tY00

1. 'Pr.nh, ii 1.. so .a.l4snt that you pet. the r1bnt.sr." .

1. n raita wiry po ouch uso jrada 1.,els and teat pthLLab.rs tha

La. lax. or. siaple pxobldaa of C.orj.i work with 100$ 4iviai.ce of the ahoy.

329 . 67 41 42

.2x.:
$h. oust of ths chip tr.d1n g in tsani11 p1 v . (p< .03?)

',,T ñT 7/B7Y It' 3 1.2 9 .

2$
,

14 42 7 24 \ I L1.drso can IAart tita of diff,ry.t baaea. .

10 .43 7. 24/ 6. ,-
( :.

. C I .11000. pLace vslua befoz. for..1 Lnatzon.

- C. thiIdxan iso laUO CD baodla ouch r.r ere than was ouca ''

thausbt..

Which of tha foUov1n ball da.c,ib.s G.orjs'. .thi.vç 0$ .

._ ..'
thus five preblaiaf '

Ira sera L*taittg to childrs. than rogular

.4... Osorts jot oil liv. probl.a correct.
I. G.orj. uk.. srror. and will probably sill ROOt 1.00$

. . .

1.. us PIofOiU OUt*tionI without having seria.d lb.

4ivisL. wrtiase.
boat. fact.. .$ 6

C. Qaarjs a.b.a aivori but will. ,robobly ouly .1.. certain
long 4iv1.icn auto..... .

. .

. The p01Lt10. of the Ia4*oyal Coimdl°of luparviaac, of ktbinjcg

9. Qaorjs .ahu error. with tang dtoLai.00 pTobl.n.. chat
is that. thI 0.00 of CbS Mt,42. T1200. should b.

.
Sso*a$ly bay... pallet..

I. G.orja jot lbs soor1ty of lb. prOblus correct and Ma,
.

.

A Abstract Zua*inl.
situ. vera do. CO faulty recoil Of hiatt a4tiplicacion . .

..

b:.usat:- ..

. I. i'roatat ,aiw*n. G : 4

17. Which La . jond way to intioduos finding the area of ar.ctan$uf.ar . U. s singla t I ortant t.ea in óaveia lag
t.jioa? .

. if initipticattoI of .eru with outs than on. dt4t probably.

j
-

- .
.

pC.CO6) L S.. .0*r4ve1a,. .-

A. itt square tti.. oh the regtoo .-.
,. I

I. U.S a wol.r to a.ula lbs $14...
0 C. dtatz*uttya 100. .

.

C. base a 4iag.l te ow. uilaa. .
.

£ ow
.

.

the Seat Sp1aae b.2A.r In tboeco.4 partisi p&u &

I. . .f
I. - in 5i00 b..p CreSt if e.t, digt

.

1g. WhIch thy f.l10v*. La a 1.iat1.4 OS krn e. loyal. if

La .gd.r fm 1al Lawol 0 bI#..cl . .

.

. .
.. I

. 2? VOiS. .1 tho f.11ewIaj typap if x4O aa4iw1tlaa La

A. louis. liaboUs. laasttv. ..
- sa jsiOSwa-atrypow4IqOSai14 to l-.t.aterij

-.. .,
1. CDncr.t.. Pra-operatisul. Ibr& ai

C. kactiva. toonic, Sysbolic .

.
£ Cariag

9. baactivs. SysboUc. boom
P.. ;''L. .5aauxlng .1.0 .23 IX

1. Py.-opsratf.cnal. Coucrats. .lousL .., 0. nj

19 1a 0 I tac.5 lb. laaruln of- an sigorttb. for .ubtrscttcu of 1. bags of the shah. P

241411 natere La so ea7.a of .

0

.

.

U. Which of lb. IOU.OWIDS La useful in b.1pij children

. Pri_acipis horSing
d.re U.S the algorithe for u.ttiply-Lnj tarjsr .r.?

-*( ;. . 2 IT

C. Tubal u.octatic .
.,.

9. *dti2a- diacr*aL.aZtoO
P_

.. .....

A Pl..n. vOlus .
* ,.

I. .5LtipUiatS.ou La 00pealbd tion .

1.- c,ec.pt 1.aruinj C. DIstrIbutive prfnctpts '.
.43 .23

30.

- . .

-

Iher. Ira a L6 of- .up.raCttLona ibont taachi.j prab1. ,oI,ia. Co

9. ILltipUcatiou fact.
. 9. Udj4 facr .

thi14rafl. Which .1 thà following co beUai. I. oust on.rly tan.? .
.

29. WhIch of the LOUOVLOS would be ceusfdarsd a. part of lbs

-
a. tl4ri. Ira always twovs4.gf by .àxy prsbl alias lb. .

ou1opeou of the Ida. of cardinal natar. .uch .4 the roAcapt

pi Ira tr.Lmbd 1.2 thou. .

-, OS .Waosaa1 0

-. I. ildrs. sheilA use ho allsoed in wait sea probl onlaa. tb. p 4. 1.Lrlaga. af Ca Co lacerate. ff11.. sets aca

tssohix . ar. '- 0 .
.

. 9. Ihutngasst,jthS.ussber.e.411sey.. . .

0

S. ildrse should ho giwn. pcabl oo.ly aftax tbSy bowl

lb. algoiithu whIch .ytel4 iA .alactan..
C. Pre.tLstis f.ag th. au1 3°. -. 0 U

9. tWxai ehout ho at.eo sdfçe prS.i La their 005 . I. 1.5 pIai OS isis with S sri.

1. abac of piohl aofrLe La -'.---rLc. La'perforatng lb. rigb 1. Uouif-Iag ..0 with S uer..
.. .. - -

. 0 .30 .29 TX 30. lacordieg to Plaowctse .0041... what La the ovderdf looming

21. 1.asarth indicate. that all eI fo1,lIng approaches ago c.al im21.. of Zangth a. c.r.d to cossorrotina of rousn.aa?

La t.aehiag chi1d to solve-1ou. Which .f thus La seat Laportautl.
-

.\ -
A. Cooaervsticn of Ieljtblaaxo.d first. 68

a. lasS. childroa the- "ad-gt,ou ..aiysLa approach as a outhod f -. 0

solving prob1. 0 I. Co.srvetiou of rouase.. Learned fLrit. .

lush sbiUxs& ssqueaia of qn.stloos to oak t.lva. C. 10th type. of cooser,atio learned .Ioultansoualy. 0

ai thy. solve prob1. -

-

-

-

.

9. .5 pxadictabla ordar in laaxniog the tyo type. of conservation.
C. Give children a larpe r of venal problou.

-
0

0 Civ. objidrIn so pyOItUSi'7 to act out probl

0 1 41.. abiidrai ius prabt orally sod othor, in written tOri. , - -
-31. Tb. at.. of this aboot of paper (oos.tt.j is about-

22. ?bich of lb. foL1cr1a La the out diffLouLt for ala.sotazy school
44 7 $U&t, t5t,. ., .

shi3dgentoen9!d?. 0

-.
' (p<.O0l)

A. 0 + 0 .23 .20
-

*

:

b. 110 0

0

0
0

-

86
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V ,M ant 2gmeMelge. Stigarlism

32 What Maldive the jostiesale ardor for learmies.the fells
geommiric torments?

(i) betwee4ms °

:0) 'iniide-outside
'(c) annareeace

A. (a) and (b) togrher follommlly (c).

D. (a) folawed by (b) sod (a) together.

t.opt).mat.(0) together followed by (S).

(e) . (b) (a).

33. 'roar mond 'grade clam' la eonducting survey. Which of the
esmempts (lisma, mediae. mode) ma you intredmas maniagfally.
se thy. Jamie Lovell

A. All thaw. -

.11. 'lam end mediae. .77 .16

C. Median and male oily.
D. Nede'enly.

XY

34. ?we types of accelaratima for children Sifted in mathematics have
been ideatified, in vertical acceleration the children are introduced
to the novice and tax: materials from higher srsdo Levels. in

horizontal &coal/ration they are. t ,

eXY
A.-. involved in 'peer teschim aftivihiee. .30

I. actually placed is higher grader for hemetys.

C.' gives problsam sat activities which require imeiW4t and
amaistieated pallasitien of thi oath at tilts art gilds.

D. slam reaponsibULty for slaurreem activities Mang math
MA so eallecting mossy.

I. glvem astivitios similes to theoe'of the rest of the clam

bur wing tame* ambers mod mersysemplicated amputations.

33. The process of comaims Mimics La essentially

A. a mammy proses'.
B. a mashing promos.

. C. me addirlas promos.
D. theemalsel proems*.

a

36. in what order would the following be emaideredLin the development

of addition, subersatioa, siatisilsatios or division of whole

lumbers?

(a)

(b)

(c)

The algorithm for eomputint
The concept of the operation
The basic facts

A. a b

I.' h , ,

C. b , a

D. ; ; b

t. , h ,

.40

VIVO are 3 inatractlasyAblmea vested by Johns

'

73 43 239 66p 733

7141

34. now stop -by -stop 'Volutions w nasty-beat abacus for the

"problem 63.p. (Step Sae ifs dana for you. Draw to 'ihm bead.

for gasps 2 and 3.)

Steel

Difficulty Correa

4 .20

939. On tiMnart too pil4...ion wilegind two acti4ItiS, A and 11,1
dstiiled. You are a tics: grads tathr and are 'coast
osfaceach of these in, your dimmrrome. Evaluate oath actiritY
and-40i3de whether you. will use it or not. Your ordination

Mould include dimmed% of; .

; 4) thaprobable objectivi(s) of.the activity (

Po) 'the validity pod usefulness of the acticritiPia'
. 4 mesas toward attaining the objective(i) ./1 '

' (0) the appropriateness of the objective() and

' the activity to the first Erode level,:..
ro

. . .

lecord your evaloatious of ACtivirfA(yeAlca) and Activity 0(piai)
on the shie0slow the description ofthe'activity. You may use !.

.the back of thi sheet ifyou SAIMIC;0VO 4114C11:. ' . . '..!

Activity A it '4 .

31
(0.7:015)

macaw A pair of dice, one blue mul4itere,..,,.,,.411:.,ar:

agsriaim: Two children play theenseiritirin 2.-Xelt4i

..

'
'.: 4i,

J rolls the
mien'. me

i01, ::b:r:::is iltlueChgnsdcsit. ,:;,i.

la valeirchaiikchlthe.y4d. d(..

tatVius lia.markeether,numbernfUnita .. .:...:1.... ,,

.the differencs.,-'Ifthe'difforthosT.-repress'

la pee .tharparar it par047,to'tho tight. if

Vega ',Wt. Ilaymalt inues with 034"

ant Iltara. The fie. player to

30 aa r lira vine thaidem. ... . 44\
',.
°','

' l

Inat'Saiwer mould you'aSacc Seal to skl. to ea problem 3627
-2631.

A. 774
I, 21344

C. 3234
0.' 3374
t. loni of chi Slave

, .

What could you do to help John goriest his Irror7(Writs roarespieuitiOn

below.)

.03 -.03 YX
< .030)

5'

Di ef 1 Ctlit/ Correlation. ,Camerison

4

,
Tr V4;(p 1)

lfLtYiC

lida

. ,

uOULLAI
Mktg 14'0.4( ei CuLamaire rods.

Nilytalign! Children play the gas in pairs.. The first child,

. chooses nonlohite rod and shame shorter roe'
.below Lt., The second player must choose the rod.,
which when placed with the 'barter rod vouidetake
a "train" as lens as the first rod and tell the

"dais story" using numbers. 'Then this second

child chooses pair of,rods and the first thild
must choose the missing rod and tell' the 'Lanus

story". A player gets one point for correct

. match and the appropriate "mina story'. If the

correct etch gad :Minna story" are not given....

the player who chose the rods gate the point.
flay continue' until one player soiree tan points.

.30
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1

Matins:le Tes' elatLti e :

(Tsar 2)

illusive of Items

il4sIble Scene

Smear of llubSvIrta
.

.

-11300mIedbeviatices

ho

98

Vie

59.12

9.68'

Asmeagm ;tam - Tota3Corralation .0.15

Dirrif,447411 0.41

13;4111WIDS;T
laDllity 0.61.

I Aim

. , ' 711114.4 'gneiss 73sec ItallecTrest Ittatistleis, and Test Statistics (Ti T)'

Nat 1.S6 ' heal ft.aa,
,. time

spring 1978', : := ,tP1 '14106 I4St!UCtOr(11)

ints.haVs 55 .8264.1* tor 41.1'10
Itort neatly is the space pis:0.'162cl. Each :

;setae* is voim41 10 Pcd.AT.S.
Difficulty/ Correlaticab Compseisenac

her smith COailvi $1.75 tor
mlah hut acbjces Prices in relation to the amount

pttrcaseed. ?

" ., 8-9:9 1.0-11.9, 12.11:9- '15 gal

t ; 141?
.1110.!

flu

coati %,-.31;38' . it EIS: . 598

*s.lnf:.3.7 of Fat at the"cai;wash st-S pries of 65.9 cents per Leann
r. anCy6u also bar yoircat lashed, :that is the tota1:cohtl'

e.* ,

,

F ...
? . I -

t. "
, ..

2,, 1, jr lou ',lea at iitnecateneof the ..subset;.o 4'6,17:element sett whli is the.
Prstrthility it contain* at least 9 eXemetts2 ., - '" , . . -

..' ' ". 90 .19.

.

:

palindrome is a whole niasher-mhicliees4.the Same;forwards as backwards. For.

610!alline 1311: 2552; and .347k3. are pa2Sndsoaes

WOW SMUVra-dAgit.p*lindrtase
are there?: 28.digit palXndroces? ,

:39

,

Diftlaalti is peraanaa*.m.f subjects atoiart this itesSmeong.
Carrilatice DM*" E*** and Met Zama). ,

: :

. . -

Your class c.f.i.]. Students, on recent 20 point quiz, the averaqe vas
tintqztunately, you paper. The remaining 10 Scoria vere

.3, 17, 11, 19, 10,;.15, What was Joan's score?

*.

It takes 067 4e 1' i; - tsliitnumber tba pages of a book. (Age 9 uses on
pets 37 uses Wontirlte,'atc.)

.A. Haw mai page: 124;:tharein 'the honk,

lism.amty times does the digii 5 appear?

,e

s o'

Lit)

.18, TX

digit,

6. A train that is one.sila long Is trare114 1 mile each 1 minutes. BA long
elan take this train to pass throligh a 2-all,e tunnel?

'I

A car travels ,20,00 atlas on fire t4res Mich are rotated so that each is in
use for the saws distmataa. Sow many miles is each tire in use?

.70

xY
(p < .00i)

sf

r
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9. glad whole redibsr values of i, b, c), d, 6, f, g, agN, h so that the f011oLlin*; .

mult1..1.,cationz,proble se.c.o17.0I.,17:10erkeet, out (Pleasi,,Sesver vsktiag out

*
* ' '

AP, .1,
.4-7:.;:.

. .

problem Solving 'felt Statistic.

hike t of. Items

Possible 'Score

Number 'of Subject.

Mean

Stsualard DevietiOn

Average Item - Total Correlation.'

Average DifficUlty.

Internal Corisigtemcw Beldablitty

Appendix II

intercorrelAtiona oY Ada4anic Background Variables ".

sith Criterion Variables (year 2) .

0.23...

0.31

0.33

.,,,i. )c.;.% .
{ , - (Iv) ... .'! '," ..e.

10. A 10 foot by 20 foot root...riga/sr boo: if fo be itiCAU: trrturrt.ind
on. ..1.21i of i'he dl

all ari3teige.; A
shatM8:-2 root

bets in such a wy the
ar. brown, on the oth
in both brown and be
And right' triangles

. -2 feet. Ti.Mas coat 31 1.

°ling a1.1 tiles ..giort
11111.tues

t't.
.

t WA& ra

of,:lizietli ,b
ike,iegaroliss iblI9E. '.3

a) 4Sp Dace .1.1.1 it. cos t to tile t4fie floor I trinkftell 11.14.7.

. .

.56

.

4 '
Whae'ja the;166,st you .6o4iisimed floor if both.44tare and triangulsr

?' !#51 ' ' .1.

..
. .214

2

ha 5
ihi ?Whine 114. 0

School a le.tre
ilematatti Z clackil
"Chiler4

inithsellca
Tenoning leitbeentdes
inkiedna nen.

gcnool children
113..mentary Scheel

Children

41

Tostching!ut:healcs

g Problem Solving

XT
< .031)

py

to k.;o2o)

Appendix JJ
.

Irltereorrelations of Attitude Pretate, AttibAdm 'Poetterts and Criterion /66asure :Tear.21

Attitude Pretest. Attitude Posttests .

. 4 : Taaching Teaching Elam. Elsa. Teaching Teaching Elea. Elm. School'
PISathimatics Mathematics School Childatri Clxibtran Mathematics Mathematic. School Children Children

CPA

Eapec'ted
K105 Grade

Collage
Math Sating

Tears of
'H.S. Math

Average H.S.
With Grade

Concepts
Criterion

.17

Yatbods
Criterion

.22 **

.22

Prob. Solving
Criterion

.22 *

*. 137

9<
: " P < /.

seep < .001

« ?.7

.0

.27 dlo.

.10

.36 «**
.48 an.

.13 .21

It .17

.17 )

17
.2k «
.1/29,46

.18 .12 .00

.08 .03 .12

.28 - .13

o - 137 for an 0.112

p < .105 p< .01

.22 me

.13

.251

46
.10

Criterion Measures

Methods I.

zi
'



Mans for Post Tart Attitudes by Camp Adjusts&
for Initial Diffaannalla to Praftimms Maly Roperleme

Proms" and Attitude "marl Tembirg Milano Pretest (Tear 2)

Attitude 11?-1

asthmatics 31.60 32.40

Teaching Mathematics 34.52 35.30

Teaching ilamsta,y School 35.24 36.24

=Area

Ilmentari Soho= =Aran 31.77 32.07

Appendix LL

MUltivariate Analysis of CON23141114A of Prat-teet

Attitudes by Group Using freshman larlY 2sPeriescs

Progrom and Attitude Toward Poaching

Children.Pretest as Com...riot.. (Tsar 2)

Teat of Romommity_of Regression

MultIvarute 3(8,256)

0.78

Solvoriate
1(2,131) MSD

Mathematic
0.87 13.00

?aching Mathematics.
0.08 0.47

Twaraing Elmentora School . 0.25 1.95

Children

22mirstary sd4001 =Limn . 1.46 14.10

teat of Program Differences

'Olultivladate
p(4,130)

1.98

Univeriote
r(1,133) wh

Mathematics
1.37 20.44

'iraching Mathematic.
3.61 19.67

Teaching =amatory School 5.78 44.48

. .

School Children 0.29 2.84
alimentary

P

O. 62 0

P

0.421

0.919 7

0.778..

0:237

<

0.1o1

0.244

0.060

0.018

0.591

Ayterwilx lal

Analysis of Varian...of Attitudei bydroup

Attitude toward Matbamotics

(Tsar 2) ./

Source

Istmem Subject*

Of ,
as P

Praia* 1 128.89 128.89 3.32

Testing . 136 .5609.34 41.25

Within Subjocts

Psalm
Program x Testing

b 2
2

116.22
1.32

58.06
0.66

115.46

0.12

.001
23

Subjects x .272 1509.88 5.55

Testina/Progien

413 7365.55

tp14,42towaitmougaakesIkl..
Somas

Dramea Subjects

dt
1 s

Program 1 32.50 32.50 2.26

Testing 136 1957.97 14.40

Vitals Subjects

Tooting
Program x Testing

2
2

44.50
14.53

22.25
7.26

5.70
1.86

.ca
22

Aubjecto x 272. 1061.59 3.90

lesting/Progrote

TOOL 413 3111.09

Attitude toward Tachina Elementary School Children

house

Drammn Subjects

Program
Testing

Within Subjects

Testing
Preplas x Testing
epleota, x .

restino/Proores
TOWS

1
136

2
2

272

413

SS

1h 9. 76
2618.00

26 . 44
17.52

1540.60

4352.32

319.76
19.25,

13.22
8.76

5.66

\7.78

2.33
1.55

P 5

23

Algandixa

Maas, Standard Deviations, and. T-TOst, on loterriew,Dara by Droop (Tear 2)

goals gal ObjeCtives

Sow would you rank the following gale to termo of

to as elsemtary school teseherr In ram of the has

given ra,thes mar* tbm lost two

Selection ;tramming of 1mormlna

L.L.

.2.1T1 i d cm Um Amtheertira.
Selmet and ....ammonia' of 1ssoldos .

artivi baled at tbm charscteristics

or tbm inalsnatica -.

labaralt sad ccmainication with efellibrm

aDes
A.

91

o
4,.?/-Lph.els
.:.

Program I

z 5D

2.00 1.10.

Program 7
_

.. x BD

2.25 . 0.96

2.42 1.1Z

-

2.33 1. 23

3.00 1.13

t

-0.58

.0.77

1. 51

-0.38

df

21

21,

22

21

p <

.567

.452

.141

.7081

Prqpma I

i op

2.75 1..436

2.08 0.90

D

1. ift ,.. 41

1.59 0.67

Progrm I

; BD

3.00 0.65

k (,) ,.. U.

r fil' ,,r.",

1e.h2 -,. r7

.0

t ; df '

-o. (.1. ore

.. .. / 4' '

1 'f, 7,

0.,2a b
7,

,

p <
:30

/A

f -,r
MA

2.09 0.83

3.09 1.14,

2,82 1.17

rarcescand Activities

Pow4cald you rank antra the falosteg in terms of M:2pm
on your learning slagedge Is terms of amount of time
you mmili with each giad seeti

(1
edit

Textbook(s)

Teacher.

akaipolative Notarial,

"radio in Public Sama.

Tallow Students

lorinence ,

ProarlaX ' Program 7 ..
Program I Program 7

i go i so t cc p < Y. SD , ; ;'..,, . SD' t if P 5.

3.17 1.34 2.25 1.14 1.81 22 .1:24 4.33 1.37 3.3ff 1.61 1.64 22 ..116

3.25 1.60. 4.25 1.06 -1.81. 2i. .085 3.17 0472 4.58,0.52 -5.56 22, .000

2.75 1.60 3.50 1.09 -1234 22 . .193_ . * 2.92 1.38 ., 1.062.75: 8L33 22 .743

2.42 0.90 3.33 1.30 -2.01 22". .057 11.42 0.52 I 1.71 ; 0.75 . -1.26 ,22 1 '.219,

..,3.42 1.56 1.67 0.98 3.28 22 .003 .3.17 1.27,E 2.581. 1.24 1.14 22 .267,9,,



Apnage4naillungw5ohei1 ag4 ra
Souree

last4een Subjects

at SS XS P.

, .Proers 1 24.64 24.6h 1.24Testing 136 2703.53 19.88

Within &injects.

Testing 24.58 12.29 2:10PrmgmmexTestimg
b

Prxo pmM

2

22
5.91 '''

1364.80
2.97
5.02

0.59

143 4123.30

Ps, . ...

31 Cionit)
....I i. SOW did the math preparation .

.

Over the last las Shgrkxp compare in
4 aims ant*Siality With =teal preparation in other aroma?

Ii

(

31 Math > Other Areas

2: Math :OtnerA.roan

1: Math": Other Areas

PrOgile,X Program Y

'. 7 '-.'ir.. (Op ' : 7' SD t df . p <

256'&00 2.20 o.0:! U. rs It .101
2.hh

.
0.53 2.40 0.52 0.19 17 .165

C. Did you have TEXPT(I,XXS 0,80)

Nov did this schookexpeAence compare With the PEEP?

'Comparison' at this proves -

(

With IrEpt

3: this progrea ?4kEP

fa
2: this Progrem;e4122 v. 7EXP

1: this gmip.?2EXP Compare

Program X Program Y

7 SD 7 SD t df p <

1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 22 1.000

1.50 0.80 1.08 0.29 1.70 22. .111

III. Outcomes and Evaluation
'

.

. . .
.

Wbere'yould you mark each of the following so as to represent the arcs %A
which you heye'learned the most?

Problem Solving

-Concepts

Methods

PrograraX

X SD

Program Y

X SD t df , p <

7.83 2.25 6.75 1.71 1.33 22 .198

9.25 1.02 9.83 1.34 -0.90 -22. .3130

.4..92 2.64' .7.42 2.0e ..0.52 22 .606

would you participate in ..project like thin one if the chance to do no cams
up.again?

Would you recommend this experience to your friends?

I/

1: definitely not)

5: definitely yes

Program x

...7 SD

3:63 1.27

3.42 .. 1.50
, .

Pr,N;riis X !.

X XD

3.50_ 1.00

3.58 1...11

t df

0.54 22
...

- u.29.22

p.<

.j.,96

.76

,91
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